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Armed robbery yields arrests, disputes
► ThornhillRA became
victim to robbery and
allegedforced resignation.
WILL SPINK

news editor

Winter OJymptcs 2002
■ The international community will be gathering together in
trie largest setting since the
Sept. 11 events. While security
concerns have taken over
many worries, there is nothing
like the return of the Games to
American soil. The Winter
Olympics begin today and athletes around the world will
compete for medals.

Last month "Hockey Dad"
Thomas Junta was sentenced
for the beating death of
Michael Costin, also a dad. Was
the sentence fair, or should
Junta have gotten more time?

Tteer
Briefs
Ciemson researcher earns
peachy honor
Greg
Reighard,
a
reasearcher at Ciemson, recently received the Carol R. Miller
Award from the National Peach
Council for his work with the
Guardian root stock. This root
stock has prevented the loss of
thousands of trees each year
since Reighard developed it in
1994.
Reighard has been at
Ciemson for 17 years since
obtaining his Ph.D. from the
University of Michigan.
Choral groups present concert
Hear some of Clemson's
most talented students in the
CU Choral Pops Concert at 8
p.m. tonight in the Brooks
Center. This concert features
the popular groups Take Note,
Tigeroar and Southern Accent,
as well as the CU Singers, Men's
Glee and Women's Glee in a
concert of golden oldies, jazz
and contemporary songs. For
details, contact Glenn Hare
(656-1478).
Polce seek information on
alleged sexual assault
Ciemson city police are
searching for suspects in a Feb.
4 incident in the Elm Street
Area of Ciemson. The incident
was reported as a sexual assault
case in which the victim was
abducted, assaulted and left by
the suspects.
Information concerning the
case can be received at the
Ciemson
City
Police
Department at 864-624-2000.

An armed robbery in the
Thornhill Apartment complex last
Monday has resulted in the arrest of
two men who are charged with
armed robbery and kidnapping.
The. victim of the crime, who wishes to remain anonymous, also
claims to have lost his job as an RA
due to circumstances surrounding
the incident.
The two suspects in the case
entered the apartment to watch
television with the victim, who recognized them as friends of a friend,
according to Major Thea McCrary
of the CUPD. The victim commented that they "seemed like good
guys" until they decided to put a
gun to his head and force him into
the bathroom.
Then, according to the victim,
they tied him up with T-shirts and
told him to lie face down in the
bathtub. It was this "holding
against his will" that resulted in the
kidnapping charges, according to
Major McCrary. McCrary added
that the suspects stole a laptop
computer, two silver necklaces and
a CD player.
Police arrested Derrick Lee

ADAM HOOGDOVslafr photographer

ROBBED: Two Easley residents have been accused of kidnapping and armed robbery in Thornhill Village.
Gamble, 24, the next morning and
arrested Kevin Jermond Gamble, 19,
later in the day. Both men are Easley
residents and face up to 20 years in
prison for the armed robbery
charge and up to life in prison for
kidnapping. However, as the victim
received no physical injuries during the incident, McCrary noted
that the full meting out of these
punishments was unlikely.
The victim claims that
University housing has asked him
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safety.
CUPD confirmed the identity of
the victim in the robbery and said
that while he did not report the
incident himself, he was compliant
with their questions following the
arrests. They, however, acknowledged no relation to the alleged resignation.
Citing employee-employer confidentiality,
the
Housing
Department declined to comment
on the situation.

Track member indicted
on two felony charges
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to resign "with no other option."
According to the victim, the request
for his resignation came on the
grounds that he is not credible, an
opinion which he claims is
unfounded.
The victim admits that he did
not immediately come forth as part
of the incident because he feared for
his safety until both suspects were
arrested. He asserts, however, that
he acted not out of a lack of credibility but out of fear for his physical
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BARKER: President Barker starts debate over new budget.

Budget battle begins
► President and student
leaders address House.
WILL SPINK

news editor
Gov. Hodges has given his
annual budget to the General
Assembly, and the legislative
process for determining funding is
now underway. As the budget
debates kicked off recently,
Ciemson President James Barker
and student leaders Gary Kirby
and Lawton Smith began presenting their case by addressing the
House
Ways
and
Means
Subcommittee
on
Higher
Education.
The debates will continue
through June, when the House and
Senate will send a proposed budget back to the governor for
approval. "If we're running a mile,
we've only run one lap. We've got

three laps to go before deciding
what the budget will finally be,"
Barker explained. Thus, President
Barker will return later in the
semester to speak with the Senate
Finance Committee.
"Momentum is a powerful
force," Barker told the committee,
"and we are enjoying considerable
momentum. (However), continued
progress will depend on good
planning and adequate resources."
Throughout his speech, Barker
reminded the committee that
Ciemson is doing its part in raising
money and producing results and
is willing to continue that. As a
result, his first priority from the
budget is that lawmakers continue
the current funding the school is
receiving.
"There is no higher priority
than financial stability of basic
programs," he explained.
SEE BUDGET, PAGE 9

► David Collins was arrested and suspendedfrom the
University, track team
COURTENAY RYALS

assistant news editor
A member of the Ciemson
track team is facing two felony
charges and a misdemeanor after
firing a pistol into a wooded area
on campus on Wednesday, Jan.
30. David Collins, a junior from
Philadelphia, Penn., has been
charged with the unlawful carrying or displaying of a firearm,
the unlawful carrying of a pistol
and the disturbance of school. He
has also been suspended from
the track team.
The incident apparently
occurred after Collins engaged in
an argument with another student near the Lightsey Bridge
Apartments,
although
University Police are not certain
of the exact circumstances of the
disagreement.
University police responded
at the scene soon after the incident took place. Collins was
released
later
Wednesday
evening on a $5,000 personal recognizance bond.
Major Thea McCrary, who
responded at the scene of the
incident, outlined the worst possible legal penalty that Collins is
to face when she explained that
the maximum penalty for a misdemeanor charge of disturbing
school is $1,000 or 30 days.
For the unlawful carrying or
displaying of a firearm, a felony,
the penalty is $2,000 and up to
five years, while the punishment
for the displaying of a firearm,
also a felony, is $5,000 and as
much as five years.

McCrary was quick to point
out that it is unlikely that Collins
will receive the maximum sentence and that he may even
receive a combination of the sentences as penalty for his actions.
McCrary indicated that the
case is to be settled in court
through a grand jury. This
process could be completed
quickly or take as long as a couple of months, depending on the
court situation at the present
time.
Collins has been suspended
from the University and is awaiting an administrative hearing to
take place this week that will
decide on what further action
needs to be taken concerning the
matter.
He has also been suspended
from his position as a sprinter on
the University track team.
McCrary was surprised that
an argument between students
had gotten so out of hand. "There
are occasional altercations on
campus that escalate. I can't
remember one as long as I have
been here when it got to the
point of someone getting out a
gun," she said.
She warns students not to
react in anger when situations
arise.
"Everyone should be conscious of the fact that physical
retaliation is not the answer to an
argument at any time. Students
need to consider giving themselves a cooling off period, and
they should be aware that there
are anger management sessions
available through CAPS," she
said. CAPS, which stands for
Counseling and Psychological
Services, is located in the Redfern
Health Center.
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Smoking rises on college campuses New program detects diseases
LIBBV FRY

The Marquette Tribune (Marquette U.)

College students across the
country are lighting up.
Cigarette use is continuing to
grow at campuses nationwide,
with college students leading the
pack in tobacco use.
According to the Core Institute
Statistics on Alcohol and Other
Drug Uses on College Campuses
Survey, 35.5 percent of college students reported using tobacco within a one-month period.
"This is much higher than the
national average, which is 23 percent of adults," said- Jessica
Thieleke, program coordinator for
the Wisconsin branch of the
American Lung Association. "Here
in Wisconsin, our adult tobacco
rate is right around the national
average rate, between 23 and 24
percent."
Thieleke is concerned about
this growing number of college
students who are becoming regular users of tobacco.
"Something startling that is
happening is that more and more
young adults are coming into college who weren't previously using
tobacco, and they're starting to do
that in college," Thieleke said. "It
used to be thought that if you
could prevent young adults from
using tobacco in high school, they
would be fine, but now that's
changing."
Even college students who were
already steady smokers when they
came to college are smoking more
frequently now that they're away
from home.
"I started smoking more when I
came to college," said Marquette
University sophomore John
Kramer, a three-pack-a-week
smoker who has been smoking for
the past four years.
Freshman Courtney Tarsa also
started smoking more when she
came to college.
"It's easier here," said Tarsa, who

limits herself to two packs during
the week and one pack on the
weekend. "I smoked regularly in
high school, but my whole family
is non-smokers, and they don't
allow smoking in the house. I had
to hide it when I was there."
Thieleke credits this increase to
the idea that the tobacco, industry
targets college students.
"The tobacco industry is active-

"It used to be thought
that if you could prevent
young adults from using
tobacco in high school,
they would be fine, but
now that's changing."
JESSICA THIELEKE

program director

ly marketing to this population,"
Thieleke said. "They're on campuses, whether you see them or not.
They're handing out cigarettes at
bars, handing out promotional
material, so they're getting to (students) in that way."
"They're really bombarded by
the images."
A representative from the RJ.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. refused to
comment, saying that he didn't
want a response to be misconstrued as marketing.to the college
population.
Advertisements attempting to
dissuade smokers are cropping up
in response to the many images put
forth by the tobacco industry. One
group quickly gaining popularity
is The Truth, an organization made
up of college-aged members.
However, Kramer hasn't noticed
the ads making a big difference.
"[The anti-smoking ads] don't
really affect me," Kramer said. "I
mean, it's not anything I don't
already know."

NEWS
•IBM was sued by the Gypsy International Recognition and
Compensation Action because it leased tabulating machinery to the
Nazis during World War II, enabling them to identify and kill at least
600,000 Gypsies. The suit took place in Geneva on behalf of five Gypsies
whose parents died in concentration camps during the war.
Academic Management Services recently began a campaign to
arrange extensions on tuition bills and secure low-interest loans for students, sending thousands of brochures to the families of incoming college freshmen. The increased demand for companies that provide financial support for education is evidence of the effect that the recession is
having on middle-class families.
•Russia challenged President Bush's attack on his use of the term "axis
of evil" in his State of the Union Address. Because Russia has better relations with North Korea, Iraq and Iran than the United States, it insists
that the campaign against terrorism must not be expanded to countries
other than Afghanistan, as Bush implied in his address.
•A powerful earthquake occurred in Sultandagi, Turkey, on Sunday,
killing 42 people and injuring more than 150. Rescuers were digging
with shovels to pull out the bodies of a couple believed to be trapped
under the debris of a three-story building.
•Israeli helicopters fired at a Palestinian naval base in the Gaza Strip
in a supposed retaliation for gunfire directed at a Jewish settlement.
Thousands of Palestinians rallied in support of Yasir Arafat after he
made a broadcast statement by telephone. Arafat has been confined by
Israel to Ramallah for the last two months.
•In Johannesburg, South Africa, the ABC message- Abstain, Be faithful, Condomize- was cultivated in an effort to educate citizens about the
AIDS epidemic. New education initiatives, such as the Love Life education outreach and the "Soul City" soap opera, are trying to find exciting
ways to deliver the message with younger teens as the crucial target
audience.
•President Bush sent Congress a $2.13 trillion budget Monday focused
in the war on terrorism and homeland security. Defense is projected to
receive a $48 billion boost, the biggest increase in two decades, and to
minimize the deficit, other programs from highway spending to environmental projects, would be cut in the proposed plan.
•In a third day of ethnic violence in Lago, Nigeria, that has killed at
least 55 people and injured 150, fighters continue to preach violence in
the streets, making use of knives and machetes. The warfare is as a
result of the hostilities between the mainly Muslim Hausas, who dominate the north, and the mainly Christian Yorubas, who come from the
southwest.

"I don't see myself trying to quit
anytime soon."
Kramer isn't the only college
student who lacks the desire to quit
smoking.
"I could quit if I wanted to, but I
don't really want to that much,"
said Megan Rooney a sophomore
who has been smoking since she
was 15.
"I don't care enough [to quit],"
Rooney said.
Thieleke is currently working
with
the
American Lung
Association to organize the firstever Wisconsin Campus Tobacco
Summit, a conference that intends
to gather together representatives
from colleges across the state to
discuss tobacco use on campuses.
She hopes this will be the first step
in educating, students like Kramer
and Rooney about why they
should quit smoking.
""It's a day-long conference that's
inviting universities to send people
to come together and discuss
tobacco use on college campuses
and what can be done about it,
what needs to be done about it,"
Thieleke said. "It's really geared for
campuses to come and share information."
There are some smokers out
there who do hope for the determination to quit smoking once and
for all.
"I've tried to cut down on cigarettes, and I've tried to go cold
turkey," Tarsa said. "I look at smoking as both mental and physical,
though, and mine is totally mental.
"I have a really hard time quitting."
Tarsa believes, though, that the
time to quit is soon.
"They say it takes 10 years for
you to get your lungs fully restored
after you quit," Tarsa said. "My goal
is to quit smoking when I'm 20 so
I'm good when I'm 30. And when I
do that, I'm going to go all out, you
know? I'm going to do the patch
and everything.
"Like I said, it's all mental."

ALEX LEE

Daily Utah Chronicle (U. of Utah)

A computer model developed at
the University of Utah will help
detect possible bioterrorist attacks
during the Olympic Games. Using
medical records from some of U's
clinics, the model can detect disease
patterns that resemble a bioterrorist attack.
The model retrieves medical
data daily and creates reports used
to identify an outbreak. Several
clinicians and public health specialists will monitor the data and
notify state health officials of any
suspicious trends. Because the medical records are already in electronic form, the surveillance team can
perform its analysis quickly
because it does not have to manually enter data.
Dr. Kurt Hegmann, one of the
primary developers, said they are
implementing 50 different analyses
that examine a range of symptoms
— coughing, runny nose and vomiting. Based on these data, his team
can track a number of infectious
diseases, such as pneumonia'and
anthrax.
Hegmann declined to say when
they began implementing the
model, but said they will continue
to monitor the data after the
Olympics.
"Definitely until the end of
April," Hegmann said. "Beyond that,
it's too far into the future to know."
The type of model the U developed is referred to as a bioterror
surveillance system. It has become
more prominent in the battle
against bioterrorism, b.ecause the
types of diseases bioterrorists may
deploy are difficult to detect.
Diseases such as anthrax have
symptoms similar to influenza and
other common upper respiratory
illnesses. Until a number of cases
are examined together, an outbreak
may go unnoticed.
• A bioterror surveillance system
can augment other methods of

detection that are less feasible
Current technology cannot contin*
uously monitor air samples.
Existing detection devices can
quickly identify an attack, but they
work on a limited set of bioterrorisf
agents.
The U's model is possi,
because its community clinics hi
implemented a new medical record"
system recently. The U purchased
and installed the system, called
EPIC, in May at its Greenwood^
Redwood, Stansbury Summit and
Westridge locations. Because the
system is comprehensive and integrated, it allows the type of analysis
required for bioterror surveillance.
Also, the five clinics receive
300,000 patients each year and
their locations spread across th»
valley, making the community
clinics ideal sampling sites.
"It covers a broad spectrum of
the community in the valley," sai<$
Dr. Julie Day, medical director of the
U's Redwood Community Clinic.
Day said that the U has investejj
"heavily" in EPIC and that it is th*
"gold standard" in medical record
systems. In addition to creating a
more paperless environment and
allowing quick access to medical
information, EPIC also ensures clinicians order necessary laboratory
tests and prescribe proper dosage,
thereby increasing safer care.
Health officials can also monitor epidemics using the EPIC system and similar technique^
employed in the bioterror surveillance model. Infectious diseases not
related to bioterrorism have
reemerged as a prominent pubL
health issue recently. Populate
density, antibiotic resistant bacteria''
and diseases such as AIDS have
made infectious diseases more diffi*
cult to control.
The bioterror surveillance project received $25,000 from the
Thrasher Research Fund, which is*
headquartered in Salt Lake City
and promotes children's health
issues worldwide.

Washington U. inflates law students' grades
RAJAS PARGAONKAR

The Student Life (Washington U.)
For the first time in 22 years,
the Washington University
School of Law has decided to
inflate the grades of its graduating students.
The decision, prompted primarily by grade inflation at peer
schools as well as an increase in
the quality of the School of Law's
student body, is aimed at giving
more of a competitive edge to
WUSL graduates.
The grading scale was
changed from 65 to 100 with a
forced median score of 83 to a
scale of 70 to 100 with a forced
median of 87. This new scale is
intended to run closer to that of
many of the law school's peer
institutions.
Professor of Law Daniel
Keating headed the commission
that sought faculty approval of
the proposed grade inflation.
Keating stated that a study conducted by WUSL found that
there had been a steady creep in
the grades of peer schools over
the years.
"In a survey that we did of the
35 schools in U.S. News and
World Report that we are in the
middle of, we looked at schools
numbered 10 to 45 and we found
that on average the middle score
at those peer schools is a B-plus.
We did a mini-poll of our
employers to ask them what they
viewed as an 83. The general
response was a B-minus," said
Keating.
As a result of the study, WUSL
took action in order to avoid a
competitive disadvantage for
WUSL graduates entering the job
market.
Keating stated that prior to
the decision to inflate grades,

WUSL graduates did suffer
slightly from comparisons of
their numerical grades relative to
those of graduates at peer
schools.
"I think they suffered at the
margin. I think any employer
who is rational is only going to
care about the quality of students
at the particular school and
where that student fits within
that particular student body and
shouldn't care about the way the
final grade is expressed," said
Keating.
"Unfortunately, some employers do, and to the extent that they
do, we did not want to continue
disadvantaging our students relative to students at our peer
schools."
Some university law professors disagreed with the administration's decision to inflate
grades at WUSL.
Professor Dick Kuntz felt that
there were alternatives to the
decision to inflate grades.
"Contributing to grade inflation is a bad decision. There is
really no end in sight if you start
down that road," said Kuntz.
"What [we] could [have done] is
provided prospective employers
with information about how our
grades relate to institutions elsewhere. We could have even tried
to work with institutions to come
to some kind of an agreement
about grade inflation, but we just
jumped on the grade inflation
bandwagon."
Professor Bruce LaPierre
echoed Kuntz's concerns.
"We are meeting competitive
pressures. If we meet competitive
pressures this time, someone else
is then going to try and meet our
competitive pressure and raise
their median," said LaPierre.
LaPierre also felt peer schools

that saw themselves as better
would try to raise their grades to
match WU Law's inflation.
"It is hard to believe that a
school that thinks it is slightly,
better than us when it sees that
we have a mandatory middle
grade that is just about theirs is
not going to act to protect its stu^
dents the same way we have
acted to protect our students,"
said LaPierre.
LaPierre sympathized with*
the School of Law's desire to help
students, but felt that the decision was still not justified.
"It is understandable that the*
Law School wants its students
seen in the best light. But to
structure a grading system to
accomplish that end forgets alf*
sorts of other important factors,"
said LaPierre.
Regardless of opposition,
Keating said that WUSL students*
were enthusiastic about the decision to inflate grades.
"I think the students favored it,
because for many years they felt
they were being disadvantaged
with our system of an 83 forced
middle grade [which they#
viewed] as too low," commented
Keating.
Keating stated that the close
proximity of grades made the old*
median a disadvantage even to
those students who graduated
near the top quarter of their graduating class.
•
"Because our grades are so
tightly packed, our top quarter
cut-off might be as low as 85.4. So
you might have a student at ourlaw school that, under the old
system, was in the top quarter of
the class. Their resume says 85.7,
and an employer sees a mediocre
student. But in fact, an 85.7 put
that student in the top quarter of
our class," said Keating.
.
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Gender-dominated majors exist across departments
► Various programs exhibit
remarkable ratios ojmen
and women.
DANIEL LOWREY

senior staff writer
Boys and girls really are different, at least when it comes to
choosing a major.
A look at recent statistics on
students' choice of major shows
significant differences between
men and women in their preferences. Despite the supposed freedom of women to compete on an
equal footing with men and to
choose anything they wish to
study, the University still finds
itself lacking sexual parity in
many disciplines.
The apparent inequities, however, are not limited to the fairer
sex. Also existing on campus are
several popular majors dominated
almost entirely by female students.
While a significant portion of
men are choosing from the various
engineering disciplines offered by
the University, large numbers of
women are beating a path to the
nursing and education programs.
Some of the ratios are startling.
During the 2001 fall semester,
there were nearly seven males for
every female student in the
Mechanical
and
Electrical
Engineering departments, while
the Computer Science and
Computer Engineering programs
maintained similar proportions of
students.
Even more astounding, though,
are the statistics concerning predominantly female majors. The
Office of Institutional Research
lists the ratio of females to males
majoring in Nursing at greater
than 20 to 1. Meanwhile, out of 213
students who listed their major as
Early Childhood Education last

SEIH GEE/an director

MAJORS: While gender is becominglessofan issuefor careers, it still impacts choice of major for students.
fall, 212 were women. Ratios of
nearly 12 to 1 and 8 to 1 also exist
in Elementary and Special
Education, respectively.
Such numbers naturally raise
questions concerning why such
marked discrepancies exist. Of
459 professors university-wide,
406 are men, leading some to
blame a lack of female faculty.
President Barker recently
addressed the one-sided faculty
situation. "We must make sure
that we have a critical mass of
both genders as role models
among our faculty. We have made
progress in most areas, but more
progress is needed in other areas,"
he stated, and added, "We are committed to this task."
Of 344 faculty members in the
College of Engineering and
Science (CES), 291 are men, while
only two of its 22 post-doctoral

faculty members are women. On
the flip side, there are nearly two
female faculty members for every
one male in the College of Health,
Education
and
Human
Development.
"Our goal is to increase diversity with respect to gender, as well
as ethnicity," said Dr. Thomas
Keinath, dean of the College of
Engineering and Science.
Keinath does not believe that a
lack of female faculty is the
causative agent in the discrepancies, as he stated, "I don't think faculty is as important in our college
because we have very few transfers in from other colleges within
the University. It's generally high
school students choosing a major
before they really know anything
about the faculty members. I
believe that it has more to do with
role models at home; that's where

the decisions are made."
"The students I talk to all seem
to choose their faculty role models
on the basis of whoever is really
good, not what their gender may
be," he added.
Students have also expressed
opinions on the one-sided faculty
issue. Sophomore Chemical
Engineering major Michelle
Malecha stated, "It would be nice
to have a female engineering professor, but I'd rather have a good
male professor than a woman
who's a mediocre teacher just
because some quota demands that
I have one."
Many students share Malecha's
sentiments. In a survey of 80 students (40 of each gender), The
Tiger found that only 26 percent
believe gender-heavy majors are a
real problem for the University.
Also worthy of note is the fact

that males and females showed no
noticeable difference in opinion in
answering the survey.
Also contradicting the notion
that students' major choice is
strongly correlated to the number
of faculty members of the same
gender is the fact that there are
several popular majors on campus
with roughly equal distributions
of the sexes. Political Science,
Marketing, PRTM and Accounting
all boast nearly equal numbers of
males and females. Meanwhile,
the College of Business and Public
Affairs, which encompasses these
majors, has nearly three times as
many male faculty members as
females.
Most believe that general social
norms are at fault in the polarization of genders by major.
Malecha added, "It seems to be
socially acceptable for a girl to be
in engineering, but not so much
for a guy to go into nursing."
Likewise, sophomore nursing
major Jennifer Denton added,
"Society definitely plays a big role
in which major people choose.
Guys are often expected to have
really high paying jobs—not to be
nurses or teachers."
Dean Keinath stated, "Years
ago, most engineering programs
were exclusively male, so there
has been improvement made, but
I believe there are definitely some
social dynamics influencing it."
"I go to conferences every year,"
he added, "and we discuss it.
Believe me, everyone would love
for the ratio of women to be 40
percent. Nationally, just about
everybody is hovering around 25
percent, though, and there are
very few who have exceeded that.
As far as the percentage of female
students in the College of
Engineering and Science, we're
right at the national level with 23
percent."

New Self Film Series First female tiger cub roars for Clemson
Weppner isfulfilloffers Thursday movies ►ingKate
a desire she wanted to
raise enough money to show films
the 'legal' way."
By teaming up with UPAC, the
film club will now be able to buy
the proper licensing in order'to
show each movie.
KATIE CASEY
staff writer
Thanks to a generous contribution made by the Self family, after
Ever been bored on a Thursday which the film series is named,
night and just wanted something Teffeau and the committee now
to do that is enjoyable and, of will be able to purchase licenses
course, free? Well, coming soon to and create publicity for these
the McKissick Theatre at 8 p.m. on films.
Because her club was the first
Thursday nights is the new Self
group to approach UPAC, Lauren
Film Series.
At the beginis now a subning of last
committee
semester, Lauren
chairperson
Teffeau, a senior "There is no way a small
of the newly
majoring
in club like the Clemson
created Self
Film Series.
financial management, took Film Club could ever raise While
the
over
the enough money to show
project is still
Clemson Film films the 'legal' way."
in the works,
Teffeau noted
Club,
which
that "the plan
used to show
LAUREN TEFFEAUR
films regularly
senior infinancial management is to show
non-mainin Daniel auditorium.
Feeling
stream, independent and
that they needed
more coverage and publicity, art house films, as well as older
Teffeau and the rest of the film classics" on Thursday nights at 8
club decided to approach the p.m.
This will also allow UPAC to
University
Programs
and
Activities Council (UPAC) and dis- continue showing new releases
cuss the possibility of showing and "blockbuster-esque" films on
films in McKissick theatre, which Friday and Saturday evenings.
is located on the first floor of the UPACs Film and Video Committee
is one of seven different commitHendrix Student Center.
UPAC was more than glad to tees within the student organizahelp out with the organization's tion.
The next UPAC film showing is
new plans. In fact, UPAC had
expressed some previous concerns tonight at 8 p.m., when students
about all the film clubs on cam- can see the film Joy Ride for free.
pus, not just the Clemson Film Tomorrow night at 8 p.m. UPAC is
Club. It costs between $100-$500 sponsoring Don't Say a Word as
per movie to buy the proper part of the ongoing series.
More information concerning
licensing.
Therefore, Teffeau stated, UPAC and the Film and Video
"There is no way a small club like Committee is available at
the Clemson Film Club could ever www.union.clemson.edu/upac.

>■ Clemson Film Club combines with UPAC to provide
more entertainment.

complete before graduating
MELISSA NICOSIA

staff writer

What does it take to be a
Clemson Tiger mascot?
"It doesn't take much to jump
around and act like an idiot!"
exclaimed Kate Weppner, the first
female mascot in Clemson history.
A 19-year-old sophomore
sports marketing major, Weppner
included being a mascot on her
list of things she wanted to do
before graduating college. While
being a batgirl for the baseball
team last year, she heard an
announcement regarding mascot
tryouts. With the encouragement
of her friends on her hall, she gave
it a try and made it.
Weppner enjoys having the
title of the first female mascot. "I
joke around with my friends, how
in a few years it'll be a trivia question," she remarked.
Weppner admits that it is hard
living up to the Tiger Cub expectations, but the excitement from
the crowd makes it all worthwhile. As she sprinted down the
hill after the cannon went off
during football season, or ran out
with the basketball team while
dancing to "Tiger Rag," she experienced an immeasurable thrill.
"Just looking into the stands and
hearing the fans, it's the best and
most exciting adrenaline rush,"
she said.
Before games, Weppner blasts
loud music to pump herself up.
"Eye of the Tiger" is a must to get
her in the Tiger-Cub mindset.
Though being the mascot is a
time-consuming job, Weppner is
also a sister of the Kappa Delta
sorority and is excited about
being part of the Student Alumni
Association. She has to be present

D MUVphofo editor

FEMALE CUB: Clemson mascot is changingonly inside the costume.
at all football games as well as
home basketball games. She and
other mascot alternate appearances at other varsity sports
events.
Her acting as a mascot
depends on the sport. Football
games had more stoppage, so
Weppner always had to be visible
or up to something. Basketball
games are shorter and more
intense.
Weppner spends a lot of her
time in the student section and
throwing tee-shirts out to the
crowd.
While in her suit, many
assume there is a male under the
fur. When she tells others about
her being the mascot, people's
first response is disbelief.
However, once they get to know
Weppner, they can see how her
personality reflects that of the
Tiger Cub.
"If they still don't believe me,

all they have to do is walk in my
room and see my 'Cub Wall,' a collection of pictures from my
reign," Weppner stated..
As fun as her job is, she has
often
had
embarrassing
moments, such as in College Park
when Clemson played Maryland
in football.
"I was getting a little bored, so I
wanted to stir up some trouble,"
Weppner recalled. "I wandered
into the Maryland student section. I was having fun messing
with the out-of-control students,
when all of the sudden I was lifted from the ground and completely body slammed by the
Maryland mic man."
Although it may have hurt,
Weppner was well aware of her
effect on the audience. "The roar
of the opponent crowd was
enough of a reminder that I had
accomplished my job of being an
entertainer," she concluded.
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Thomas Junta didn't
get what he deserved
Nevermind the lenient sentencing; this
case should wake overzealous parents up
On July 4 of last year after an
evening hockey game in Reading,
Mass., Thomas Junta, a father of
one of the players, beat another
father, Michael Costin, to death
outside the rink. On Jan. 25 of
this year, Junta was convicted of
involuntary manslaughter and
given six to ten years in prison.
The sentence is ridiculously
lenient, but the bigger consequence of this tragedy should be
a wake-up call to parents around
the country.
The maximum sentence for
involuntary manslaughter is 20
years
in
prison,
but
Massachusetts state law "suggests" a lower sentence of five
years for first-time offenders like
Junta. The judge for the case did
at least give Junta a stiffer sentence than he should have given
him, technically, but maybe
Junta should have been convicted of a more serious crime like
voluntary
manslaughter.
Unfortunately, the jury didn't see
it that way.
Furthermore, Junta killed
Costin in front of about 25 children, some as young as 10. Isn't
there any crime he was guilty of
in that respect? It seems as
though he got off pretty easily,
considering that he continued to
beat Costin when he was already
down and he permanently
scarred the minds of several children, including one of his own
and three of Costin's.
The ironic thing is that the
fight started over Junta's complaint that play was getting too
rough out on the ice. Apparently,
he felt that the best way to put a
stop to rough play was to beat the
supervising parent to death. It
makes perfect sense, right?
The saddest thing about this
case is that it happened in the

first place. Two families are without fathers now, one permanently, because two grown men were
unable to control themselves. The
death of Michael Costin was the
sick and twisted result of a problem that is becoming, increasingly dangerous in the world of juvenile sports.
Parents want their kids to get
involved in sports so that they
can learn teamwork and build
confidence. Lately, however, it
seems that the parents are getting
overly competitive, and they are
dragging their kids down as well.
How can a parent teach teamwork and good sportsmanship to
a child by becoming physically
violent with other parents? Even
verbal violence sets a bad example for the developing minds of
children.
It is the responsiblity of parents to teach their children that
violence is wrong, and that the
only solution to a disagreement is
mature, restrained discussion
and compromise. How many
deaths and violent arguments
need to occur before parents realize the effects of their actions?
Let's all remember that a game
is just that: a game. Sports are
supposed to be a fun, healthy outlet for a child's energy. If we do
not start teaching our children
that violence is not the answer,
by our words and by our actions,
they will grow up to be carbon
copies of Thomas Junta, and that
is a nightmare that this country
doesn't want to witness.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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Friendliness can make a huge difference
week with two of my classmates
People should be more like
and we passed another classmate. I
pets. No, I don't mean we
said "Hi," to him and one of the
should start using litter
people I was walking with said,
boxes or start drinking out of the
"Gee, that was random," as if he
toilet. But, cats and dogs are
was surprised that I said "Hi" to
always happy to see you whether
you've been gone two hours or two
our classmate.
When we returned to class, I
weeks. Pets are friendly and they
give love unconditionally—which
was continuing this discussion of
is more than I can say for
manners and friendliness with
mankind.
others in the class.
Hate drives all
One person said
the violence in
that it's fun to be
the world. Case in
rnean to people
Allison Cantrell
point, Sept. 11.
when they're
business manager
The hijackers
mean to you. He's
may have thought
right. (OK, perthey were doing
haps this isn't
the right thing by blowing up the
lending much credence to my
World Trade Center and killing
argument, but just bear with me
thousands of innocent people, but
here.) When someone treats you
the act itself was driven by hate
badly, it makes you feel better, for a
and ignorance.
little while anyway, to be mean to
I know that ridding the world
them. I've been vengeful to people
of violence is unrealistic and I'm
who have hurt me, But ultimately,
not proposing that we aim to do
it just makes you feel worse.
so. I am, however, suggesting that
I've found that it takes much
we become more friendly and civil less energy to be nice than to be
to each other. I'm not suggesting
mean to someone. When people
that we all join hands and sing
are mean to you, it's because
"We Are the World," but I do
they're hurting in some way. Being
believe that if we're all a little
mean to them only makes matters
nicer to each other, the world will
worse. The old adage, "Kill them
be more livable.
with kindness," is appropriate
I was walking back to class last
here. Being extremely nice to
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someone who is mean to you will
not only make you feel better, but
it will likely make them feel worse.
Friendliness is contagious. Do
something nice today—hold the
door open for someone, speak to a
stranger, or just notice how your
pet loves you. Being friendly not
only makes you feel better but it
makes the world a somewhat better place—and in the current instability and seeming hatred that
exists, we need all the help we can
get. While we don't have much
power in preventing future terrorist attacks or eliminating violence
in society, we can participate by
being nice to each other. Civility
and manners have been absent for
so long in our society. Think about
it—it's hard to hurt or kill someone
that you speak to regularly.
It doesn't matter 20 years from
now if that cute guy likes you or if
you didn't make an A on your
algebra test. What does matter is
how you treat other people. Pardon
the cliche, but "what goes around
comes around." How do you want
to be treated when it comes back
around to you?
Allison Cantrell is a graduate student
majoring in professional communications. Email comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Parking Services
needs to get a clue
Willie Simmons' arrest for
disorderly conduct last Thursday
is a ridiculously public example
of how the parking enforcement
system at the University has
horribly failed in the past few
years. Increased punishment for
increased violations is, of course,
a fair policy; however, such fair
policies are being smeared by
poor administration of parking
enforcement and exasperated by
poor execution of the parking
policies on campus.
Parking Service's problems lie
not in the lack of parking on
campus, but with the frivolous
efforts of parking improvement
made for the largest client base
of this department—students.
Student and, for that matter, faculty and staff parking have
become less and less plentiful
with the increasing implementation of the campus master plan.
Parking Services has failed miserably to compensate for this
movement toward the outer
parts of campus with increased
and uncrowded campus transit.
Parking enforcement is even
more of an embarrassment. The

apparent lack of people skills
show when the victim of yet
another towing loses the ability
to act appropriately. I have personally witnessed the lack of
maturity of parking enforcement. Bellowing at those who
have broken the law is unacceptable. People are reasonable. If
they have broken the law, they
are responsible enough to pay
the price. Clemson should be
publicly embarrassed about its
parking policies and the execution of these policies. It is irresponsible for the administration
to accept the presentation of the
current attitudes on this situation. Last week, a student was
arrested for voicing his anger
about the system. At what point
does this problem become more
serious than disorderly conduct?

can we get Cappuccinos?" that
appeared in last weeks issue. As
a former employee and manager
of Cappuuccino's, I would like to
extend my sincere thanks to all
of the loyal customers who cherished Cappuccino's as much as I
loved working there. We were all
very unhappy when we heard
the news that the shop was closing, and it is wonderful to hear
that our service and hard work
was so appreciated. I hope that
all of you will continue in the
Cappuccinos spirit by going to
the Corner Bagel Shop on
College Ave. It is owned by the
same people, and you can find
the same food, same low prices,
and same great service that we
tried so hard to provide.

Suzanne Mondello

psychology
John Adam Wickliffe

graduate student

Cappucino's says
thanks for support
This is in regards to, "Where

Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER
staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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.Spdl-check has ruined our brains Can the souls of man be changed?
So, whose the guy that invented the
spell-checker? If I could find them I
would beat his soft wear sew hard it
mite reinvent the typewriter. If you hadn't
noticed, you know longer no how to spell.
•Not only that, you have know grammer
skills anymore. An employer that invests
their capitol in your writing skills will be
completely disappointed with your repots.
•There time will be wasted, as will yours. I
urge you to try to remember what you were
taught as a little student and sharpen you're
skills!
* I will be the first to admit that I have fall
en into the same trap. My
columns are never perfect,
and my grammer, structure is hardly perfect. Be
reasonable with yourself
and consider how often
you neglect your gram*mer. I no that you are submitting papers at the last
possible second with know review. Me to.
.Most teachers that grade you're papers have
grown up with the typewriter and will be
incredibly picky with your spelling and
grammar. I'm not going too preach to you
•about how you can solve this problem,
because you already know how. My purpose
is to bring attention to the degradation of
the written word.
♦ My mom was a schoolteacher. She would
tear my papers in side out and then back out
again. I have become a better for worse
writer because of that and this and constantly find myself and I editing the writing
of my colleagues when I work with groups.
The most common errors I find are mist
spelled words that slip through the checker
•comma placement and run-on sentences.
You should always be conscious when you
right because it reflects who you are. In class,
students try to use elaborate words to
explain simple concepts. Its sounds good,
makes you appear intelligent. When you
right a paper, your wording and voice can
.not be corrected.
When I meet employers in my job search,
they comet that eloquent and proper writing
skills is one of the most important skills they

seek. The next thing that they say is that we
I have a dream that one day this nation
are not gradating with these skills. I find that
will rise up and live out the true meanin my own writing it was a case of laziness.
ing of its creed; we hold these truths to
The spell-checker and grammer-checker
be self-evident that all men are created
had done us in. My grade school brothers are equal. I have a dream that my four little
in even badder shape because they have
children will one day live in a nation where
never turned in hand-written papers. Go
they will not be judged by the color of their
back and read the blue book essays that you
skin but by the content of their character."
submitted in your intro history class. It will
Hopefully you recognize this speech as
make you sick as you notice your lack of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s, given from the
steps of the Lincoln Memorial in 1963.
attention.
If your still reading this column then you With this February being black history
month, it never hurts to be reminded of the
no what I mean. I done use no spell check
role great heroes play in shaping the history
her hear. My Office 2000 has not realized
of mankind, especially
any mistakes in this column, I made sure of that. If I when those heroes stand for
truths so universal as freehad finished this paper at
the last minute than my
dom, justice, or love. Indeed,
teacher would had received with MLK almost unanithis peace of literary junk.
mously ranked at the top of
If you type Clemson into the list with figures like
a word document, the word Gandhi, Mother Theresa, and
Jesus, it is easy to see why
that is always suggested to
history's greatest heroes have not only
replace is "calmest". If you had auto correct
in action than the paper would be misinterchanged the political landscapes of the
places they've walked, but the very hearts
preted. I am aware that you can add words
not recognized by by the computer to the
of the people they have walked with as
cheker's memory; however, what if you are
well.
using a word that you are less familiar with?
But consider this: What would it take
for a hero to actually change someone's
Lettuce try a different word and see what
they give us. I choose, kegerator. A refrigerasoul? Obviously, it would take a lot, and it's
tor for, well you have the idea. They want me already a strange question. After all,
changing someone's mind is one thing, but
to replace it with "legato" or "venerator".
Hmmm? I choose "legato". Now I am storing changing a man's soul is another. MLK
changed the way people acted towards othmy ice-cold beverage in my legato. Maybe I
ers, but did he change the way people are
can picks up sum ladies with this line.
Okay, you get my point. I made this colthemselves?
Clearly, it seems impossible for even
umn a pain for you to read on purpose. So,
next time you sit back to write an essay,
heroes to change the human nature of
mankind. After all, everyone knows that
write it and then PROOF READ it a few
hours later. It will make your paper stand
no one is perfect, and therefore there are no
perfect examples. But we do have good
out among the 100 or so papers your professor has to read You will then be able to build examples, don't we? Though our greatest
heroes are never completely perfect, they
a fine portfolio for a future employer to be
impressed with. Cherish the written word
are good people providing us all with truly
good examples to follow for a morally rich
and all of it's flavor. Don't ruin it with your
constant lack of attention!
life.
Ok, so you might say that a mark of a
Chris Herring is a senior majoring in marketgreat hero is one who accomplishes a lot for
ing. Email comments to letters@tiger.clemsociety but never claims too much of himson.edu.
self. For instance, a real hero, being imper-

Trey Baughn is a senior majoring in marketing. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKING0UT
Should Thomas Junta have gotten a harsher sentence?

Joe Bever

Nikki Miner

Stephanie Shafer

finance
junior

sociology

marketing
sophomore

"Yes, not only was the man killed, he
was killed over a little kids' hockey
game. What kind of example does this
set for kids?"

fect but an excellent model for society,
would never claim to be able to change a
man's soul, right? Despite all the wonderful
words and works of MLK, few people would
have taken him as seriously, and some people would definitely have even thought him
crazy had he proclaimed to be God, or even
a perfect man. Real heroes can ask people
to believe even the most dramatic ideas in
regards to reforming society and civility,
but when it comes to claiming deity, very
few people are willing to follow. And it is
that very idea that causes me to question
why Jesus always makes his way onto
everyone's greatest heroes
list.
Think about it.
Whether you're religious
or not, Jesus is generally
renowned as one of the
most influential moral
figures in all of history.
Like MLK, or Socrates, or
Gandhi, Jesus was a man who spoke profoundly about how people should treat each
other and about how love should be incorporated into each of our lives. As a result,
most of the world considers him a great
moral teacher and an example worthy to
follow. But there is one thing that separates
Jesus from all the rest of these other figures.
Unlike any other hero in the world, Jesus
not only claimed to be perfect, *but he
claimed to be God.
Now, why do so many people believe
Jesus to be a great moral teacher when he
also claimed to be God? Would you not be
hesitant to follow the example of a man
who claimed to be perfect? Had MLK
claimed to be God, no one would have
believed him, and his ideas about social justice and peace would have been quickly
ignored as well. Isn't it strange that we
would emulate a man without listening to
what he really had to say? Therefore, Jesus
had to either be crazy or he had to be exactly who he claimed to be. You decide.

"No, because it was self-defense. A sixto-ten-year sentence is severe enough.
He really had no intention of killing
the other guy. It was a head injury."

"No. I think the sentence is severe
enough because the two men just got
into a fight and Junta had no intention
of killing Costin."

William Ladson

math science
junior
"Yes. Manslaughter is manslaughter.
But every state has its own laws."

Elizabeth Flair

marketing
sophomore

"Yes. Rage is not an excuse for killing
another man."

Simmons beats the evil
Aweek ago, future starting QB
Willie Simmons was arrested and jailed overnight for
public disorderly conduct. More
specifically, he argued with parking officials when he saw an officer towing his car. He had five
outstanding parking tickets.
Usually, we condemn athletes
(who are supposed to be role
models) for getting
into trouble. But this
time I praise
Simmons. In fact, I
advocate his behavior. It's about time
someone stood up to
those annoying parking officials.
Yes, I know: Those "parking
nazis" are just doing their job. And
I'm not going to sit here and complain about the hundreds of problems students have already
addressed. Even The Tiger has
time over time voiced distaste for
the millions of dollars collected
over the years from tickets. We all
wish that this distorted department somehow was running a
scandal-infested conspiracy. But
those topics are over debated and
deserve no more real attention.
I'm just glad one student
decided to take some action. And
all I'm upset about is the possible
fine Simmons faces. First, he is eligible to be fined a maximum
penalty of $100. Every student
should chip into the "Keep fighting them, Willie!" fund. Ten cents
per head and we've covered that
part. Second, while improbable,
he could also face up to 30 days in
jail. If enough people will join me,
I intend take arms and raid the

jail cell, rallying for the "Free
Willie" campaign. He's an athlete;
he's fast enough to escape while
we distract. Lastly, now that
Simmons has been caught with
five unpaid tickets and the ridiculous towing fee, I will fully support his decision to not pay anything.
Let's realize I've never had my
vehicle towed. It's
probably because
Adora M.
I don't have a car.
So "Why have I
Cheung
joined the debate
managing
to stop the useless
"tor
towing?" One reason: The towing
option that parking implements
is unfair.
It's unequal distribution: the
poor get poorer and the richer get
richer. Students park illegally
because there are no decent
spaces near the classrooms. It
would be fine to fine violators the
first few years. But come on! Why
the past few decades? Where is
the money going? It should be
going to more convenient spaces
as to alleviate the problem. Or
better and faster running CAT
busses. But no, they just keep
churning out those tickets. More
power to them that they can run
an operation like that, but seriously, the system needs to be
fought for better stability.
Sure, this is all one-sided: the
parking department needs to
voice their side also -1 encourage
them to run an ad to explain all
their evils.
Willie, good job. You represent
us students well. Keep up the
good work!
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THE BIGGEST NAMES in the music industry
will gather together for the first time on one
stage to celebrate the spirit of friendship, peace
and unity.
Headliner groups will include country trio
Dixie Chicks, contemporary artist LeAnn Rimes,
Native American performers Rita Coolidge and
Walela, composer/performer Robbie Robertson,
pop artist Sting and cellist Yo-Yo Ma. In addition,
local a cappella group Eclipse and local folk
group The Deseret String Band/Bunkhouse
Orchestra will appear. Utah's own Mormon
Tabernacle Choir and Utah Symphony will also
perform. Lending their voice will be the choristers of the Cathedral of the Madeleine. "These
performers will help celebrate our theme 'Light
the Fire Within' and the power of the Olympics
in what promises to be the show of a lifetime,"
said Mitt Romney, SLOC president and CEO. "At
the Opening Ceremony we will salute the passion and the courage of the athletes who will
gather in Salt Lake to compete in a spirit of harmony and spirit of friendship."
Tickets to the Opening Ceremony are still
available and cost $885.

-ESPNJ
Metal detectors and spy these two US government
cameras are spread all agencies. Both are working
over Salt Lake City and under the Homeland Security
the
surrounding Chief Tom Ridge, who has called
venues. FT6s circle overhead, Salt Lake City the safest place in
while the Secret Service speeds the world. But, he added, there are a new semblance to the American
through snow on snowmobiles. no guarantees that the system is public after the Sept. 11 attacks.
Antibiotics and vaccines are fail-safe.
America hopes to show its
stockpiled everywhere for an
These games, which were once strength and resilience to the rest
event that has nearly tripled its the symbol of everything wrong of the world throughout the
security budget
since last being
held in the United
States in Atlanta.
These are the
new additions to
the Olympics, an
event
once
thought to signify
world peace and a
time the world
was
brought
together in the
spirit of friendly
competition.
After the 1996
bombing
of
Olympic Park in
Atlanta though,
the Olympics has
become a prime
target for any
group who wants
to use terrorism to
further
their
cause.
Now,
new
teams are being
formed to compete in Salt Lake'
City with groups who have tar- with the modern Olympics after Games and will begin its display
geted the Olympics for their ter- a bribery scandal was unveiled during the Opening Ceremonies
rorist exploits. The FBI and Secret and implicated people on both of what are being called the
Service are sharing all informa- the Salt Lake Organizing "Patriot Games."
tion about the Games, something Committee and the International
The IOC and U.S. Olympic
virtually unheard of between Organizing Committee, now have Committee have reached a com-

promise balancing world unity are setting a goal of 20 medals for
and American patriotism that the American team, seven more
will allow the tattered American than the United States has ever
flag found at Ground Zero in New claimed in the Winter Olympics.
York City to be carried into the
Another reason the USOC
stadium.
A committee expects to surpass the
group of ath- 13-medal total reached in the
letes, firefighters Lillehammer Games in 1994 and
and police offi- in the Nagano Games in 1998 is
cers will carry there will be 10 new medal events
the flag into the in these games, and Americans
stadium during expect to claim a few of these new
the
national medals. One of these events is
anthem where it women's bobsled. The United
will be hoisted States has not taken home a
above the stadi- medal in bobsled since 1956, but
um to fly for the with the addition of the women's
remainder of the competition, America now has
Opening two medal favorite teams.
Ceremonies and
Jean Racine, a gold-medal
honor the heroes favorite, stirred up controversy in
and victims of the bobsled world by dumping
the attacks.
her best friend Jean Davidson for
While a new partner, Gea Johnson and
America choos- setting a track record at the U.S.
es to celebrate Olympic Trials. She and Johnson
those
heroes are favorites to win gold in Salt
during
the Lake, while Davidson will be
Opening forced to watch the Games from
Ceremonies, the the stands. Another women's
two weeks that team of Jill Bakken and Vonetta
follow are sure Flowers is considered a medal
to produce new contender as well. On the men's
ones that will side, Todd Hayes, the current
tear at the heart World Cup leader, looks to be
strings of the American public America's best chance in years to
with their stories of dedication, break the medal drought for
determination and disappoint- American bobsled teams.
ments. The USOC is counting on
Another new event is the 1500
the advantages of home turf, and
continued page 7
a group of young, eager athletes
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where American Apolo Anton
Ohno is a gold medal favorite as
he is in the other three short
track events. Ohno claimed the
World Cup title in every short
track event last year and won the
overall World Cup title as well.
Some of his biggest competition
will come from fellow American
Rusty Smith, who also qualified
for all four short track events
despite battling a the flu all
week during Olympic trials.
In downhill skiing, American
Bode Miller is considered by
many to be the fastest slalom
skier in the world. He is considered to be a gold medal favorite in
the slalom and giant slalom as
long as his quick, risky style does
not have him tumbling through
the snow. A medal would be the
first for the United States since
1984. Daron Rahlves also could
threaten the medal stand in the
downhill and super-G races.
On the women's side, Picabo
Street may be the best story coming into the Olympics for the
American team. Only a month
after claiming gold in the Super
G of the Nagano Games, she was
in a terrible crash that threatened her career. The two-time
Olympic medalist was forced to
sit out of competition for two
years during rehabilitation, but
she still managed to qualify for
the Salt Lake Games, which will
be her last. Unfortunately, Street
only qualified in the downhill
and will be unable to defend her
crown in the Super G. Other
medal contenders on the
women's side are up and coming
stars Kristen Clark and Carolina
Lalive.
In figure skating Michelle
Kwan is the favorite to win the
gold that eluded her four years
ago, but she faces stiff competition
from
Russia's
Irina
Slutskaya. American teens Sasha
Cohen and Sarah Hughes figure
to battle for the bronze. In the
men's competition, Olympic veteran Todd Eldridge is battling a
quad injury that may keep him
off of the medal stand, but
Michael Weiss and Tim Gobel are
looking to keep the American
flag flying during the awards
ceremony.
The American women's ice
hockey team figures to win gold
again this time around, while
former medalists Shannon Dunn
and Ross Powers will look to
return to the medal stand after
snowboarding on the halfpipe.
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Michehn® Career Center
Presents

Spring 2002
Career Expo/Internship Fair!!!
F ebruaiy 19 & 2 0 (9a.m.«3p in.)
2nd floor Hendrix Student Center
Different companies will be in attendance each day!

Resume Critique
Fehroary 12 & 13 (I la.m.-lpj».)
?"* Floor of Hendrix C enter, Bracket! Atrium, and 1 st Floor of Sirrine outside the Auditorium

Networking Workshop
February 12-13 <5p.m. -7 p m )
MdKissick Theater

OCX)

Interview Workshop
Febiuary 11 (6:3Dp.m.-7:3Dpm)McKissick Theater
Special Thanks to our Spring Exp o/In tern ship Fair Supporters:

Ingersoll-Rand, Michelin®, GE, Ferguson, Miilikcn^Westinghouse Savannah River

Article by-

%>oivsorGd by: DeltiS ipna, Pi, National Society of Black EngimMrB, S tudwat Government, and Michelir® Ctmrc Center

Heath Mills
Graphics by

Former* irtfgrms£iw\ carttact;
Midh«ftrv8 Care* C«ratw
«6MC«f

Seth Gee

Jittp; //cam* r.clerostme du

Photos by

Newscom.com
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Clemsonhistoryprofessor
resigns from city council
► Stephanie Barczewski
prioritized her family and
career over council position.

MV1D KAlK/photo editor

THROWN IN JAIL: What started as a towing problem resulted in the arrest of quarterback Willie Simmons.

Conflict leads to Simmons' arrest

► A dispute withparking
officials landed Clemson's
quarterback in jail.
WILL SPINK

news editor
Willie Simmons is used to working his way out of trouble as he
scrambles around the pocket fat the
Clemson football team. Last
Thursday night, however, Simmons
got himself into some trouble while
disputing the towing of his car and
was arrested for public disorderly
conduct.
According to University Police
Chief Lonnie Saxon, Simmons
"talked himself into jail" for a night
during an encounter with
University parking officials. Saxon
stated that Simmons' comments
got a little out of control as the
Earking enforcement officials
egan to tow his car from outside
Vickery Hall around 9 p.m.
"Willie is a good student and a
good person," Saxon asserted. "It's
just one of those things that happened in a particular situation." He
added that the CUPD has experi-

enced no problems with Simmons
in the past and..had no reason to
expect more in the.future.
Officials were towing the car
because it had five outstanding
tickets on its record, according to
Saxon. The University policy is to
tow on the third outstanding ticket.
The public disorderly conduct
charge carries a maximum sentence of $100 or 30 days in prison,
but Saxon noted that it is unlikely
Simmons will receive the full punishment. He could even pursue pretrial intervention and avoid a trial
altogether, according to Saxon.
Saxon also emphasized that during his 13 years at Clemson, parking
has been one of the most difficult
things that he has had to handle.
. "It (parking) has been the thorn
in my side ever since I've been here,"
Saxon stated.
Saxon also emphasized that
Simmons was treated like a normal
student despite his position on the
football team and indicated that
that treatment would continue. He
said that Simmons' treatment
would be respectful but not prefer-

ential.
Simmons was unable to be
reached for comment on the situation.
Since redshirting his first year at
'Clemson, Simmons has been the
back-up for quarterback Woodrow
Dantzler. With Dantzler now gone,
Simmons is being projected as the
starting quarterback for the Tigers
in this upcoming season, his junior
year.
One of Simmons' most impressive performances as a Tiger came
in 2000 against North Carolina. In
this game, Simmons replaced an
injured Dantzler and led the
Clemson comeback that resulted in
a 38-24 victory. Simmons tied the
school record for touchdown passes
in a game with four against North
Carolina.
He also earned ACC Rookie of
the Week and Player of the Week
honors for his performance in that
game and ended up being voted
Clemson's 12th Man Award winner
on offense.
This past season Simmons once
again saw action in relief of
Dantzler in many games.

ner of Issaqueena Trail and
Highway 123.
"As Mayor Abernathy said, it is a
dead issue and it has already been
voted on. The state and local authorCOURTENAY RVALS
ities determined that the site was
assistant news editor
inappropriate for such a building,
People often reach a point in and the council voted against rezontheir lives at which they have diffi- ing the property to make the necescult decisions to make regarding sary changes. Other city boards
plans for the future and what they denied the right to build driveways
feel are the main priorities in their in the area, and the Department of
lives. In her resignation of her seat Health and Environmental Control
on the Clemson City Council, stated that the area's storm manageStephanie Barczewski, an associate ment system need to be substantialprofessor of history at the ly altered," she said.
She did indicate, however, that
University, has chosen to focus on
the Wal-Mart issue was not recently
her family and career.
Barczewski,
well
known a major focus of the Council, which
throughout the Clemson commu- has instead been dedicating much
nity as a leader in the anti-Wal- of its time to the situation in which
Mart movement that began in Kashef White was hit by a car on
January 2000, has decided to move Highway 123.
"That situation revealed that
to Greenville with her husband,
Michael Silvestri, director of the there are parts of the Clemson community who do
advisement center
not feel that they
in the University's
are equal memCollege
of
bers; however, I
Architecture, Arts "I certainly hope that
think that the
and Humanities.
someone who shares
city has made
As a result of an
positive attempts
ordinance stating the vision of this
that council mem- community as
to address the
bers must live in something more than
problem, and I
the
city
of
hope
these
Clemson,
she any old town will step
attempts contindecided to resign forward."
ue in the future,"
from her seat,
she noted.
although she and
In an article in
STEPHANIE BARCZEWSKI
her husband will
associate professor of history the Greenville
both continue to
News, Clemson
be employed by
Mayor
Larry
the
University.
Abernathy said
Barczewski has been a member of of Barczewski, 'She brought somethe city council since January 2001. thing to the council that was
"I plan to do some part-time vol- important and viable. A lot of peounteer work with Upstate Forever, ple initially thought of her as a onean organization that focuses on issue candidate. She wasn't. She was
environmental land-use issues; very diligent and did her homehowever, the return to my career work," he stated.
needs to be more of a focus than it
An election will be held on
has been for the past two years. April 30 to fill Barczewski's seat in a
Being on the city council takes up a quick and efficient manner.
lot more time than people realize. It Potential candidates have the
is more than going to a three-hour opportunity to begin filing their
meeting every other Monday. Part names on Feb. 22, and the filing
of the decision for my resignation period will continue until March 4.
was because I didn't have the time
Barczewski has high hopes for
with the demands of my career and her successor, who will finish the
family," she said.
remainder of her term to end in
When asked about the Wal- 2004. "I certainly hope that someMart issue for which she has gained one who shares the vision of this
notoriety, Barczewski stated that community as something more
she did not believe that Wal-Mart than any old town will step forwould be built on the site at the cor- ward," she said.

Peaceful civil rights activist paved way for current students
KIMBERLY ANNE LOPEZ

Independent Florida Alligator (U.F.)
In 1949 one man began a nineyear struggle to integrate University
of Florida.
He never won for himself, but he
claimed a victory for all black students. Virgil Hawkins applied for
admission to UF's College of Law
more than 50 years ago and was
rejected because Florida law prohibited integrated education at the time.
Hawkins brought suit against the
Board of Control, the body that oversaw Florida's higher education institutions, in what would become a
nine-year battle reaching the U.S.
Supreme Court three times. The
Florida Supreme Court heard the
case.four times. Hawkins fought for
the equality of blacks in Florida at a
time when they gained the rights to
ride in the front of the bus in other
states. He and many other black
activists will be honored — and
remembered — for their efforts during Black History Month, which
kicked off Friday.
"He is one of the unsung heroes of
the civil rights struggle," said Don
Peters, director for the Virgil
Hawkins Civil Clinics at UE
THE BATTLE BEGINS
Hawkins' fight for admission to
UFs College of Law garnered opposition from faculty, staff and students. The highest judicial power in

the state even ignored his constitutional rights set by precedent.
"The admission of students of the
Negro race to UE as well as to other
institutions of higher learning established for white students only, presents grave and serious problems
affecting the welfare of all students
and the institutions themselves," the
•Board of Control stated during the
hearings.
"We fear that the influx of so
many Negroes would multiply the
chance of disorder, fights, riots and
attendant trouble," Board of Control
Chairman Fred Kent testified.
Students, faculty and staff presented different views of Hawkins'
case. Some refused to see a "Negro" in
an established white university.
In a 1955 spot survey conducted
by the Alligator, one student stated
"the standards of the law schools
would have to be lowered," while
another protested to withdraw from
the law school if Hawkins was
admitted.
However, the survey also showed
75 percent of the 64 law students
surveyed thought the school would
suffer "no harmful effects" if
Hawkins was admitted.
Hawkins continued to argue the
Brown v. Board of Education decision made it unconstitutional to
deny admission to any student
based on race.
Despite the desegregation of

other law institutions, such as
Harvard University's, UF remained
segregated on the basis that Florida
public opinion did not agree with
that of the Supreme Court.
"The real difficulty is grounded
in the fact that the Brown decision
has contradicted the sincere beliefs
of a majority of Florida citizens as to
their basic rights and freedom. They
therefore dissent," the Supreme
Court stated in an opinion conclusion. In an unselfish move, Hawkins
dropped his case in 1958 against the
state in return for a court-ordered
desegregation of UF's graduate and
professional schools. Hawkins' deal
came after the Florida Legislature
agreed to fund a law school at
Florida A&M University — an institution established for blacks — to
avoid admitting blacks to UF.
Hawkins received an offer to attend
UF until the FAMU program was
established. Hawkins declined the
offer because it would have diminished the chances of other blacks
seeking admission to UE.
"It wasn't a selfish effort," said
Desta Meghoo-Peddie, Center for the
Study of Race and Race Relations
assistant and acting director. "He
opened the door for AfricanAmericans to study law at the
University of Florida."
But perhaps Hawkins did win the
struggle. He paved the way for future
black students at UE providing the

basis for integration for the State
University System.
George Starke was admitted as
UF's first black student in 1958, but
he never graduated because he
"failed to complete the course of
instruction," College of Law Dean
Frank Maloney wrote in 1966.
December 1962 brought the enrollment of Willie G. Allen, who
became UF's first black graduate.
Allen was accepted to the Florida
Bar in 1963. Instead of attending UE
Hawkins graduated from New
England College of Law in Boston
and practiced as an Okahumpka,
Fla, lawyer before his death in 1988.
REMEMBERING THE MAN
It has been half a century, and
Hawkins' name remains known
among the university community.
Hawkins is remembered for the
peaceful way he integrated UF and
served those who were less fortunate; during his years of law prac-_
tice, Hawkins was known to provide %
discounted or free legal services to
those who could not otherwise
afford them.
To continue Hawkins' legacy,
UF's Levin College of Law dedicated
a civil clinic in Hawkins' name to
continue his legacy of unselfish
deeds and services. The dedications
continued in May 2001 when UF
Provost David Colburn presented
UF's first posthumous degree in
memory of Hawkins.

"There is, of course, a lesson for
each of us in Virgil Hawkins' story,"
Colburn said in his commencement
address. "If our society is to become
innately stronger, if we are to ensure
the longevity of our democracy and
if our nation is to stand as an example to the world, we must acknowledge injustice where it exists and
take steps to correct it."
The decision to present the
degree stemmed from Hawkins' representation of values, such as the
commitment to fight injustice, fundamental to society and "fundamentally critical to the desegregation of
the University of Florida," Colburn
said in an e-mail. In an effort
launched by law student Rhonda
Chung-de Cambre, UF's Faculty
Senate unanimously approved
awarding the-degree, which was
accepted by the Hawkins family.
Meghoo-Peddie said Hawkins'
impact is a story that continuously
should be told to law students.
"When minority students, not
just black students, are concerned
and feel stressed and wonder what
it's all about, I will bring them back
to the Hawkins' story," MeghooPeddie said. "Because of the struggle
of Hawkins, we have a duty to really
uphold this profession [of law] — not
just when we take up the bar but
also as students, and make sure the
name Virgil Hawkins lives on, that
the legacy lives on."
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Graduate student earns high honor for golf course superintendent
► Todd Bunnell won the
Watson Fellowshipfrom the
GCSAA.
LINDSAY HYMA

staff writer

The
Golf
Course
Superintendent's Association of
America (GCSAA) recently honored one of Clemson's finest, Todd
Bunnell, with its prestigious
Watson Fellowship. Bunnell serves
as a graduate research assistant at
Clemson and was one of four students across the country to receive
this distinction for outstanding education and research.
The GCSAA Watson Fellowship
program is a national program
funded by the Toro Co. in honor of
James R. Watson, Ph.D. Watson is a
pioneer in the field of turfgrass
research and wishes to use this fellowship to identify those with the
potential to succeed and lead in the
future of research and teaching.
The Watson Fellowship is
awarded annually to students pursing master's and doctoral degrees
who demonstrate academic excellence, communication skills and a
commitment to a career as an
instructor or scientist in turfgrass
science. Students must also show
significant accomplishments in
research and education and have

BUDGET

FROM PAGE 1
The portion of the budget
about which President Barker is
most concerned is the Public
Service Activities (PSA) portion.
This
involves
numerous
University
employees
and,
according to Barker,-is "underappreciated in terms of what it contributes to the welfare of the
state." In fact, the PSA includes
programs- that impact everyone
from families and youth to farmers and foresters.
A cut in this area would be
particularly harmful because the
PSA cannot receive help from
tuition dollars. "It looks likely
that a cut will take place, and
there are an awful lot of people
that would be affected by a significant cut," Barker stated.
Another important debate
over fhis year's budget involves
the impact of lottery revenues on
endowed department chairs at
universities. The proposed program would require schools to
make up 50 percent of the total
fund, while the state provides the
other half. Clemson already has
60 such chairs, which President
Barker said are especially helpful
to upper level undergraduates.
The surprising issue here,
according to Barker, is that the
business community is heading
the support of this program
because of the benefits they
receive from getting well prepared students and leaders.
"We have a wonderful opportunity through lottery support to
establish chairs. If we lose this
opportunity, it will take us many
years to recover," Barker asserted.
President Barker also saved
part of his allotted time for
Clemson students to address the
committee.
Student
Body
President Gary Kirby represented
the
undergraduates,
while
Lawton Smith spoke for the graduate students. Barker commented
that they were "very well
received" and that it is important
for students to realize their leaders are out there working hard for
them.
Barker also pointed out that
in-state Clemson students can
have a huge impact on the budget
debates by contacting their representative
to
the
General
Assembly. As citizens and voters,
students and their families can
express their desires and possibly
produce a change in the voting on
the budget.

the potential to contribute to the
field significantly.
After receiving his bachelor's
degree from the University of
Kentucky in plant and soil science
and hearing Dr. Bert McCarty was

tiative" to create a great program 73rd International Golf Course
and is glad to have had an opportu- Conference and Show in February.
He is also excited about the recogninity to be a part of it.
When asked what made him tion Clemson and the program will
stand out from other candidates for receive.
Bunnell stated, "The scholarship
the Watson Fellowship, Bunnell
credited the "opportunities Dr. makes our program look better and
McCarty has given him to gain helps us to gain national exposure."
experience and enhance his
resume" as significant contributing
factors. One of those opportunities
involved the chance to go to
England last fall and gain teaching
experience in a college overseas.
Bunnell has also had three articles
published and is currently working
on a book with his advisor and
other graduate students about turfgrass chemistry.
Bunnell has contributed a significant amount of research to the turGreat Pay
fgrass industry but was not always
interested in a career in horticulOnly 12 miles
ture. While he has always enjoyed
No Sundays
' the game of golf, he was originally
interested in becoming a club professional; however, he quickly found
he did not enjoy this line of work. In
1996, after working at Valhalla Golf
Club in Kentucky during the PGA
championship, he decided a career
in horticulture and turfgrass would
better suit his interests.
In addition to the recognition
received for the award, Bunnell will
also receive a $5,000 award and an
all-expense paid trip to GCSAA's

He also hopes this award will contribute to his future successes as he
continues his education and plans
to pursue a career in teaching.
For more information on the
GCSAA or the Watson Fellowship,
visit
their
Web
site
at
http://www.gcsaa.org. Clemson

The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro

coumisr Of TOOO BUNNELL

HONOR: Todd Bunnell awarded.

beginning a new program, Bunnell
decided to come to Clemson to pursue further education. Dr. McCarty
currently serves as Bunnell's advisor and has offered a great deal of
support over the years. He feels
McCarty has "really taken the ini-

Flexible Hours
from campus
Evenings Only

iNOW HIRING!|
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211

TUIJUH
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HELFWANTCD
$250 A Day Potential bartending, training provided 1800-293-3985 ext. 117
Wanted: serious people to
work at home. Up to $1500$7000 per month, parttime/full-time Call 1-800-2857555 24 hours
www. road2cash .com

FORRENT
House in Clemson: 4 bedroom 2 bath $980/month OSSSSI 2
House in Clemson: 3 bedrooms 1 bath screened porch
$825/month 653-3512
Brand new 1 and 2 BR apartments prices start at
$325/month Washer/Dryer
and all appliances 653-7717,
654-1130 after hours 8880200, 647-2268
Room for rent in Clemson
$275/month
available spring semester

HOUSES FOR RENT 3,4 & 5
bedrooms available Some
include own pool, hot tub and
satellite Now taking rental
applications! Flexible rental
options Spaces are limited
and will fill fast, call (864)9851563
CHECK US OUT: EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJACENT TO
CAMPUS, LEASING BY
SEMESTER OR YEAR AT
MODERATE RENTS IN
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL LEASES.
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET,
AND PRIVATE.
CALL DON (OLD MAN) FELDMAN 654-5483
Camper/mobile home space
for rent water sewer electric
hookups less than 2 miles
from campus call 654-1170
before 9 pm or 1 -800-3530467

FEBRUARY

TRAVEL

Your ad could be here!
Call 656-2150.
Only $.10/word for students and $.25/word for
everyone else.

EARN $1000 FOR YOUR
GROUP Work on campus to
raise money for your student
group or organization. Make
your own schedule and earn
$5 per application. Please
call 1-800-808-7450
Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. Does
not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com "

msmm

Spring Break Panama City
Beach "Summit" Luxery
Condos Owner discount
rates

(404)355-9637

Incredible opportunity!
Checks cut daily! Service
everyone wants! Call nownumber is toll free-1-866-5096807. website:
www.iboplus.com/jponer2

Come write for
The Tiger
It's a great resume
builder!

call 656-6568

call 444-7650

www.sunchase.com

Spring Break Insanity!
www.inter-campus.com or
call 1-800-327-6013
Guaranteed lowest prices! All
destinations! Fifteen years
experience! Wanted: representatives and organizations,
earn top $$$, build your
resume!

MISCELLANEOUS

SPRING BREAK
I

k
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A

Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas & S.Padre
I ' www.studentexpress.com
I Call Now: 1-800-787-3787

A

1«800»SUNCHASE

.SOUTH PADRE.
• PANAMA CITY BEACH.
• STEAMBOAT •
. BRECKENRIDGE.
• DAYTONA BEACH. ASPEN.

www.sunchyse.com

mrMtaSM s
BEACH 6 SU TRIPS

1.800.SPKC A60B
Acapulco Cancun Jamaica
Bahamas Florida

www.sunchase.com

For Rent 2 BR mobile home
in clean, quiet park reasonable rates less than 2 miles
from campus call 654-1170
before 9 pm or 1-800-3530467

■

■- V.V. ■ Tiji ..?i **7F.

LAST MINUTE SPECIALS!'

SPRING BREAK
mm - Bmf - ActMtiCfc

Organize Your Group & Travel Free

SAVE UP TO $100 PER PERSON!

Call for details!!!

ifiWijfc Hi* *>n»- iy.''", &»*■ »*:':*,

House in Clemson 4 BR 2
Bath new kitchen fenced
backyard
pets allowed central heat and
air available now & spring
semester

STUDENT
PENT
TRAVEL
SERVICES

a^iifti.tfge

Information and reservations:

|T,#K** 1-877-257-5431

call 444-7650

800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

TUNE INTO
WSBF!
cover foui\ utt.
batter ye > help cover your

uition

WIBC Ni

t$.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other allege eaarm jm ear. take*
Apply now for paid summer leadership training and army officer opportunties.
For Details call Captain Griffin or Seargeant First Classs fryar at 656-3107

88.1 FM
Check out their
weekly schedule in
TimeOut.
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What's Happening in Dining Services?
Menu Cycle For February
OOPS! SORRY UST WEEK'S MENU WAS WRONG... THIS IS RIGHT!
11-1 to 11-4
Lunch
rneo uncMn wings
Dinner
zechwan Chicken
Lunch

Asian Chicken
Beef Tips

Dinner

PrirnaRfe
Pasta Ratatouie

Cleroson House
Lunch

Lunch

KEvT

Monday
4

Tuesday

msr^sm

Macaroni Ham Cheese Lingual
Best 4 Macaroni""
|BeefTeco
Pried Chicken VVW
ii>V ilfjlH
thicken Cordon Bteu
Pepper

Glazed Chicken

Dirtier

Beans 4 Pork

mm
DWCK

Clemson House
Lunch

Tiulet

Win
Pasfa'Primavora

Dinner

Clo—d

French Dip

Dinner

11-5 to 11-11
nafuwiws
Lunch

Tnoie3"

Sm.

Fried Pork
Chicken Broccoli
Carved Round
Garlc Chicken

Wednesday
*

Thursday
7

PotRoast^^^^ CWc SnPotPie
tried CricKen
~ VojetaMe Lo Mien
Country Fried Steak
5ked Roast Beei
Premium Rfceye
IManfcoitf
Baked 238
RotteserteChfcken
Beef A Macaroni
©fWR wfiWw
Country
Style Kb
" TeryakJ W»>gs
mmmmm/mgmmfmmmmmgmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmmS*m
BeeUBroccol!
BeefTaco

Veggie
Ouche
■Ja—11 ■■■■ ■ i ■

nawam lyWCKen
Veggie Lasagne

Saturday
t

Friday

Sunday

iBBBBWBBf^iWa
Pasta Primavera
Chicken Nuggets
Ch* Cuesadla

ttatan Sausage
Chicken Sir Fry
Summer Verde

Penrie with Chicken
Country Meatioaf

Carved Ham
Chicken Casserole

„ZZ~IH~IA zmm JITIL:
CfOMKf

Closed

CTOM3"

PlftMMJ"

Seafoodl

'armesan
FettucWABredo

Dinner

11-12 to 11-11
Hsrcombe
Lunch
Dinner
SchiHettor
Lunch

Dinner
Clerneon Howe
Lunch
Dinner

11-19 to 11-25
Lunch
Dinner
ScMftsttor
Lunch
Dinner

Chicken & Biscuits
Pot Roast
Sweet * Sow Pork

Cod
Calcutta CavatapT
'BMRJbs

TChckenKiev
Beei A Broccoli
Carved Round

Oven Fried Chicken
CheespurgerCasser
Pasta Pea & Bacon
TEX
ront

BeeTTSco"
FoTkToF

Clemson House
Lunch
Dinner

11-26 to 11-30
Hsrcombe
Lunch

Manacotfl
Chicken Sir Fry'
Veggie Lasagne

ghJcTgnl
Chicken & RicT
Veggie Pizza
Tuesday
26

Monday
25

azzjiii-r-MSTT?

555—Hawain Chicken

Wednesday
27

leaked Chicken
Thursday

a

(See

SwedTsourCr*

BeefTaco
Chicken Casseroie
fflckenpy
Cheese RavioT

IphJckeri«i la King
Meaibal Sandwich
Sweet i Sour Chicken

Veal Parmesan
Veggie Stir Fry

BLTSammy "

Cajuni
Baked M

i&Durnpfcrigs
Dinner

Meatioaf
oMi-nedRice
tChlckenalak!tng

Lunch
Dinner
Cletnson House
Lunch
Dinner

BeefTacos
Lemon Pepper"
Veggie Casteroie

EIASJ

Chicken Atfredo

Cliit«<

Veggte Pried ttlce
.W.J6..—.-.-—■■-

»II...
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Tulane in 1997 when he was at
Mississippi. His defensive backs
were impressive," Bowden said.
"That was our only loss at Tulane
over the last 15 games. We are
pleased to have John and his wife
Carol join us at Clemson."
Lovett's defenses have consistently ranked high nationally,
including 14th in total defense
and 15th in rushing defense in
2000, leading the Tigers to a 9-4
record and a Citrus Bowl berth.
Perhaps his most impressive display of defensive genius was this
past season against top ranked
Florida. Auburn shut down Steve
Spurrier's fun n' gun offense, holding them to^O points, -36 yards
rushing, and 328 yards total in a
23-20 upset victory. The Tigers
forced 5 turnovers in the game,
including 4 interceptions by star
quarterback Rex Grossman.
A native of Nyack, N.Y., Lovett
has served under Auburn head
coach Tommy Tuberville for the
last seven years, three as coordinator at Auburn and four as secondary coach at Mississippi.
Prior to joining the staff at
Mississippi, Lovett worked two
stints as defensive coordinator at
the University of Maine, from

Traveling together
has never been better

1985-88 and in 1994. The 1987
Black Bears won the conference
championship and qualified for
the Division I-AA playoffs.
Lovett's other coaching stints
include linebackers coach and
defensive coordinator at Union
College from 1978 to 1982, linebackers
coach
at
Brown
University in 1983, intern coach
for the New York Jets in '84, coordinator and secondary coach at
the University of Cincinnati from
1989 to 1992, and secondary
coach at UNLV in 1993.
Lovett comes to the Tigers at
an unseasonably busy time of
year, the peak of recruiting, with
national signing day on February
6th. He seems to have joined in
fairly well, attending the
Clemson-Duke basketball game
with Coach Bowden and highlytouted defensive back recruit
Justin Miller of Owensboro,
Kentucky.
Lovett inherits a defense that
has had its troubles the past couple years but all signs point to
drastic improvements in 2002.
Despite the loss of all-ACC stars
Chad Carson and Charles Hafley
18 of 22 players return from last
season's two-deep chart, including many promising young players like linebackers John Leake
and Eric Sampson and defensive
lineman Donnell Washington.
"We'll be very aggressive," said
Lovett at Thursday's press conference.

NEW

FROM BACK PAGE

Tennessee. *
"In this profession, closing is a
big deal; you've got to be able to
close on some key guys," commented Bowden. "It made us feel
pretty good to get those three."
Analysts say Clemson made a
late push in the last few weeks as
they raked in at least 24 commitments. The Tigers have seven
SuperPrep All-Americans in
total,
including
Reggie
Merriweather, the top running
back in the state of South
Carolina.
Probably most importantly,
Clemson addressed some specific
needs, especially on the offensive
line.
"Anytime you go into a
recruiting year, there is a plan as
far as specific numbers that you

TECH
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24, before the Tigers executed a
run of their own, starting with a
bucket by Sharrod Ford and culminating with a three-pointer by
McKnight to narrow the lead to
51-33. But the offensive punch
the Tigers needed was still lacking, so midway through the second half Shyatt pulled all of his
starters but Edward Scott in an
effort to rally his troops.
"I thought at times the second
half was very sloppy," Shyatt
said. "If we don't make shots, we
do lose a lot in effort and it does
take a lot out of you. We really
dug such a hole that it was very
difficult."
Tony Stockman and Ray
Henderson returned to the court
with quick buckets, but the game
was already out of reach. Georgia
Tech Head Coach Paul Hewitt
changed up their defensive and
implemented a full court press to
confuse the Tigers. It worked and
the Tigers are left reeling with
their seventh straight loss.
"I think that the biggest frustration I have had is that these
guys who everybody penciled
two L's next to them, were picked
last and did well early," Shyatt
said. "It raised the level of expectation. It is frustrating because I
know that we are light years
ahead of them. But we have very
little to show for it."
have and needs that you have,"
said Bowden. "We felt like we
went in with the offensive line
being a big need for us. We signed
five, and all five were qualified
(from a test score standpoint), so
we felt that we accomplished a
critical goal.
Across the ACC, Clemson
boast the third-best recruiting
class behind FSU, who made a
late charge into the top 10, and
Virginia, who has had the best
year in the history of their program and ranks fifth nationally.
North Carolina and Maryland
rounded out the ACC Top 5 as
fourth and fifth, respectively.
Nationally, Texas won the
recruiting national championship with Ohio State, Miami
and Tennessee rounding out the
four most successful teams. South
Carolina came in seventh nationally with their prize recruit being
linebacker Ricardo Hurley.

FEATUREPH0T0
Right now is the best time to take a trip on Amtrakr With service to over 500 cities and towns, Amtrak offers
a perfect getaway for you and your friend, satisfaction guaranteed. Just reserve one ticket for yourself, travel
anytime between January 9 and February 28, 2002, and your companion travels for free—but act now, because
reservations for this special offer ends February 21, 2002.

Lighting it up

For even more savings use your Student Advantage Card and save 15% on the coach fare on the first fare.
In fact, with Student Advantage you can save 15% on coach fares all year long! To join Student Advantage
call 1-877-2JOINSA or visit www.studentadvantage.com.
For more information about the Buy-One-Get-One-Free offer just mention code H207 when you call your
travel agent or 1-800-USA-RAIL Or take the fastest route to your ticket when you visit www.amtrak.com.

Buy-One-Get-One FREE!
Student Advantage Members get 15% off the
regular coach fare, the second person is FREE.

r

Offer valid for purchase 1/2/02-2/21/02 for travel 1/9/022/28/02. Minimum 7-day advance reservations required,
including those designated as unreserved trains. Purchase
required within 3 days of reservation. Fares are non-refundable
once purchased. Offer not valid on Acela Express™,
Metroliner"", Auto Train*, Joint AmtrakWIA* Rail service to
Ontario and 7000-8999 series Thruway service. Offer also not
valid for local travel within the Northeast Corridor on Friday
or Sunday between 11a.rn.-11p.m. on Acela Regional* trains.
Blackouts apply on all trains for 2/15/02-2/18/02 and, on the
Crescent City of New Orleans and Sunset Limited only, for the
following additional dates: 1/31/02-2/4/02 and 2/7/02-2/13/02.
Not valid with any other discounts, fares orders or promotions.
Fare passenger and companion must travel together on
the identical itinerary. Other restrictions and exchange fees
may apply.

Non-Student Advantage Members buy regular
coach fare, the second person is FREE.

Name:
Address:.
City:
State:.

# 8 554 270 oooo 2071

Zip:.

E-mail:

TRAVEL AGENTS: access your 6DS for complete details:
G/PRO/WTR; Sabre: Y/PRO/WTR. Attach coupon to auditor's
coupon; if electronically reporting, attach to agent coupon.
All Travel Agents and Amtrak Ticketing Agents please return
the coupon to: Amtrak Customer Segmentation, 10 G Street
NE. Washington, DC 20002.

ARC

ifuffin.1 (oMJ=\78

Mention Code: H207

Amtrak- is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

AMTRAK'

DAVH

MONEY SHOT: Tomas Nagysgoes upfor a reverse layup.
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Women's Tennis has great expectations after falling to Tennessee State

► Lady Tigers come out
lookingfor revenges after an
earlier loss.
RICK LOVEDAY

senior staff writer

The Clemson women's tennis
team
hosted
the
Middle
Tennessee State University Blue
Raiders on Sunday at the Hoke
Sloan Tennis Center. Clemson
looked to get revenge on the Blue
Raiders after losing 4-3 in the
only other meeting between the
teams in 2001.
The Tigers entered the match
with a record of 1-0, after a close
4-3 victory over the College of
Charleston last Saturday in
Clemson. Middle Tennessee State
entered 1-6, looking to bounce
back from a 6-1 loss to South
Carolina on Saturday.
The Blue Raiders got their
wish as they defeated No. 71
Clemson 4-3 Sunday night.
"This was a good team win for
us," said Middle Tennessee Head
Coach Randy Holden. "We have
been on the road for a long time
and it is nice to close out the
weekend like this."
"This was a much-improved
Middle Tennessee team from last
year. They are a more solid team
and a more seasoned team than
Clemson at this point," said
Clemson Head Coach Nancy
Harris.
It was a big win for the Raiders
after somewhat of a slow start on
the season.
"It's very early in the season for
Clemson, this was just our second
match where it was the seventh
match for Middle Tennessee," said
Harris. "They had already played
four teams in the top 20, where
we have only played College of
Charleston."
Middle Tennessee swept the
three doubles matches. In the
first match, Stacy Varnell and
Manon Kruse defeated Anna
Savitskaya and Laurence Jayet 85.
"Savitskaya and Jayet lost to
Kruse and Varnell 8-5, and those
girls just knocked off Georgia's
number one team," said Harris,
Verena Preiss and Jennifer
Klaschka won 8-1 over Milena
Stanoycheva and Alix Lacelarie.
In a close third match, Michaela
Gridling and Carien Venter
defeated Ana Stiglic and Anna
Dolinska 8-6.
■ "We are not really strong in
the doubles. The main problem
was that we were nervous. We
overplayed and made too many
unforced errors. That costs us the
doubles point," said Coach
Harris. "We have really good singles players. It's always going to
be difficult for us to win that
doubles point, but we are going to
continue to work with different
doubles combinations."
The Blue Raiders also picked
up wins at the first, third, and
fourth singles matches. Bouncing
back from a 7-5, 7-6(4) loss at
South Carolina, 33rd ranked
Kruse
defeated
Clemson's
Savitskaya 6-0, 6-4 in the first
match.
"I was really proud of
Savitskaya. She really fought to
the end playing Kruse, who is
really a Top-20 player," said
Coach Harris. "Kruse was just a
much stronger player throughout
the match. She is really better
than her No.33 ranking. She's at
least a top 15 player. She's just
beaten Vanderbilt's No. 1, who is
top 20."
Clemson's Lacelarie bounced
back with a 6-1, 6-7(4), 6-1 win
over Klaschka. Preiss gave Middle
Tennessee the lead again with a
6-2,
4-6,
6-3
win
over
Stanoycheva in the third match.
"We have great players in
Lacelarie and Savitskaya; both
will definitely play in the top
three spots," said Harris. "Then
we have a senior, Stanoycheva,

who was a two-time national Harris. "We didn't stay in our
junior college champion. All game style, so we got hurt by that.
three of the players are a lot of We took a loss that really should
fun to watch."
have been a win. But the real key
The Blue Raiders pushed their is What did we learn from this?' I
lead to 3-1 as Gridling defeated would rather lose early in the seaJayet 2-6, 7-5, 7-6(5). Clemson son, because it's not how you
won the final two singles match- start, it's how you finish."
es as Ioana Paun won 7-6(4), 4-6,
The Tigers hit the courts
6-4 over Venter and Stiglic against Georgia State today at
defeated
2:30 p.m.
Varnell 6-4,6-1.
i
"We
are
"We're have
looking
for"In
sports,
people
tend
to
some players
ward
to
that are really say 'We should have won,'
Georgia State.
going to stand but really what they are
We have a solid
out early in
team
with
saying
is
'What
could
we
Paun
and
great
camaStiglic,"
said have done differently to
raderie
and
Coach Harris. have made us win?'."
spirit,"
said
"Paun is such a
Coach Harris.
fighter on the
NANCY HARRISS "We just need
court, a real
Womens' Tennis Coach to get more
standout. She
emotionally
has
really
mature
and
stepped up immediately and deal with adversity in a more
never given up. Stiglic the most positive way. We are trying to get
improved player from last year them to think through adversity
with 22 wins."
instead of letting their emotions
Clemson evened their record rule them. South Carolina is a big
at 1-1 while Middle Tennessee match for us. It's definitely a
improved to 2-6.
match that our girls really want.
"In sports, people tend to say We have everything to gain. They
We should have won,' but really are a highly ranked team," said
what they are saying is What Harris. "It's definitely a goal for
could we have done differently to us. I think we are capable. We
have made us win?'" said Coach have a great group of fighters."

CURTIS STOWE/.1 ,11

ACE HIGH: Senior tennis star Anna Savitskaya sets up to serve.

MILLIKEN & COMPANY
YOUR NEXT STEP TO
DISCOVERING YOUR FUTURE
If you share our commitment to lead...
to innovate... and to succeed, then you're ready
for world class competition with our Milliken team!

Milliken & Company is one of the world's largest diversified privately held companies, and has over 135
years of leadership in research, technology, quality, and customer service. Milliken is known worldwide
for its ongoing Pursuit of Excellence process that has resulted in industry acclaim and hundreds of
major customer quality awards. Privately held, Milliken is headquartered in Spartanburg, SCOur manufacturing presence in the U.S.is predominantly in the Southeast. Additional manufacturing facilities
and sales locations dot the globe. Our world class facilities create over 38,000 different products.
At Milliken & Company, our people are considered more than employees—they are associates.
Integrity, commitment to excellence, teamwork and communications are fundamental expectations
and part of Milliken's core value system.

Each year, Milliken & Company hires a significant number of college graduates for entry-level opportunities
primarily from schools which are located in the southeast.Typical entry-level opportunities are in:
• Product/Process Improvement
• Manufacturing Management
• Research and Development

• Engineering Services
• Finance
• Information Services

• Industrial Engineering
• Supply Chain
• Co-op & Intern Opportunities

Our"Promote from Within" policy, based on individual merit, provides the maximum opportunity to
advance to high levels of responsibility and compensation in a variety of areas.

Your professional as well as personal development are important to us and continuing education will
play a significant role in your career growth. Supporting our associate education process is our own
Milliken University.

Milliken & Company participates in co-op programs and summer intern programs with major engineering and textile schools in the southeast. Candidates

///////m///////t.

should contact their college co-operative education office or career placement
office to learn more on how to qualify for these exciting opportunities.

IVl ILLIK. E N
Equal Opportunity Employer

For more information about your career with Milliken, visit our website at http://www.milliken.com
and check with your campus Career Services for Interview Schedule
ENTRY-LEVEL
Product/Process Manufacturing Engineering
OPPORTUNITIES ► Improvement Management
Services
Engineering
So Sciences
Technical
< u Business Related
l_> UJ
Accounting/Finance
Humanities

Industrial
Engineering

Information
Services

Finance

Research and
Development

Supply
Chain
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What a ride it has been...
H

Iere's a great idea for ACC
Despite the current losing
commissioner John
streak, however, Clemson is well
Swofford.
on-pace to surpass last season's
As the head of a power-packed win total; and their scoring and
conference with top 25 teams and
rebounding numbers are also up.
numerous stars, why not build an
Behind solid leadership and
ACC amusement park to showclutch performances, the Tigers
case this league's talent? Sound
head into the mid-way point of
crazy? Give this idea a chance
their ACC schedule boasting an
here....
■ 11-10 record and a
Each school
misleading 2-6
mark in confercould have its
own personalence play.
ized "world,"
Wait...misleadBryant Stone
ing? Confused?
chock-full of
columnist
How can two conmascots, prizes
and player
ference wins in
autographs.
eight tries be misleading?
Friends and
fans could
Here's how. The
meet and greet their role models
Tigers have their safety belts fasand favorites, and coaches could
tened and are riding down a sizbring recruits in and show them a able "drop" right now, marking
glimpse at the off-the-court peranother twist in this very curvy
roller-coaster tide that has
sonalities they may find themselves surrounded by one day.
become their season. And just like
a brand new roller coaster, no one
Okay, so the idea is a little farfetched. Maybe even way off. But
knows what to expect next.
if Mr. Swofford could ever be
Clemson's poor conference record
swayed to pursue such a radical
has everyone believing that the
endeavor, his featured roller-coast- Tigers are still mired in the dark,
er ride would have to reside in
dank basement of the ACC standTigerland.
ings. Clemson currently sits in the
Talk about an "up-and down
eighth place, yet the team has perseason." Since opening the season
formed well against the league's
11-5 and winning two of its first
elite. Although there are more Us
three conference games, Clemson
in the loss column than Coach
is currently riding a five-game
Shyatt expected, the Clemson
roller coaster could swing back up
losing streak in conference play
and has lost six of its seven. The
at any time.
Tigers haven't won a game since
Think about it. Clemson's
roller coaster ride began to escaJan. 8 win they pummeled then
No. 4 Virginia, but unfortunately
late in November, when the team
followed that up with their most
lost to a tough Miami squad in the
lopsided loss of the season at
closing seconds of the Paradise
Jam championship. The Clemson
Wake Forest.

coaster continued to mount with
a series of non-conference wins,
but then it took its first dive in a
hard-fought loss to juggernaut
Duke, a game in which the Tigers
actually out-rebounded the Blue
Devils in Cameron. The Tigers
held steady in their next seven
Contests by going 4-3, but were
spanked by USC and beaten by
Yale 68-65 at home.
Yes, Yale, which had lost a
game to Division-Ill opponent
Macalester three days before.
Down but not out, the Tigers
rebounded in surprising fashion
with a road win against Georgia
Tech and with a heralded performance against Virginia. Alas,
Wake Forest sent the Tigers spiraling into their current
corkscrew with a crushing 41point defeat. Setting aside that
game though, Clemson has mostly played well in recent defeat. The
Tigers lost to NC State on a lastsecond tip-in; and they held tough
against Maryland until the waning moments of the game in Cole
Field House, one of the toughest
places to play in America.
Okay, so Clemson let a win slip
away against Florida State; and
the Tigers couldn't follow-up a
magical performance from a year
ago against UNC Guess what?
The numbers don't lie; this is a
bigger, better, higher-scoring
Clemson team from a year ago.

Bryant Stone is a sophomore majoring in speech communcation. Email tosports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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NCAA gives U. Alabama
bowl ban, cuts scholarships
EVAN WOOOBERY

The Crimson White (U.Alabama)
Stunned
University
of
Alabama officials vowed to
appeal some of the harshest
sanctions handed down against
an athletic program in recent history.
The NCAA Committee on
Infractions ordered Alabama to
cut 21 football scholarships over
the next three years and slapped
the school with a two-year ban
on postseason play.
In a Friday afternoon teleconference, committee chairman
Thomas Yeager said the committee nearly gave Alabama the
"death penalty" — the elimination of the football program.
"They were staring down the
barrel of the gun," Yeager said.
University President Andrew
Sorensen immediately promised
to appeal the ruling, a process
that could take six months.
"We regret that we must prolong this process, but the decision that we have been given
today is simply unacceptable,"
Sorensen said.
The University had already
imposed a 15-scholarship cut
over the next three seasons, but
no bowl ban. The NCAA's penalty
was significantly more than
University officials anticipated.
Yeager said the University's
status as a repeat offender caused
the harsher sanctions. This was
Alabama's third run-in with the
NCAA in the last six years.
In the current case, the NCAA
rejected Alabama's arguments —
and essentially found the
University "guilty" — of four
major violations.
The committee found that
improper recruiting methods
were used to entice north
Alabama prep star Kenny Smith.
Smith was given cash by boosters

in an effort to get him to play
football at Alabama. Smith never
enrolled.
* The committee found that
disassociated Tide booster Logan
Young gave cash to Memphis
prep star Albert Means' high
school coach to get Means to
come to Alabama. Means played
one year at Alabama before
transferring to the University of
Memphis in the wake of the controversy.
* An Alabama booster gave
former Tide linebacker Travis
Carroll a sweetheart deal on a
Jeep, and then repossessed the car
after Carroll transferred to
Florida.
* The committee found that
Young gave a loan to former
recruiting coordinator Ronnie
Cottrell. The NCAA ruled that it
was an illegal extra benefit,
although it declined to give
Cottrell an ethical conduct violation.
Athletics Director Mai Moore
said he was surprised by the ruling, but the team would persevere.
"If Alabama ever needed the
full support of our fans, it is now
as we resolve to move forward,"
Moore said.
National Signing Day is
Wednesday, and Tide head coach
Dennis Franchione, who as not
involved in any of the allegations, now has an even tougher
sell for recruits.
"Although the penalties handed down today are much stiffer
than we anticipated, the mystery
is cleared up and we know what
we are up against," Franchione
said in a statement released by
the University. "We will strengthen our resolve and work to keep
the players focused on our task at
hand, and keep them away from
individuals who do not respect
NCAA rules."

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT GO TO
PAGE 6 AND READ OUR
FEATURE ON THE OLYMPICS

Luxury 1, 2, ft 3 Bedroom Apartments

First in Clemson
with high speed

The Ultimate Health Club

by Interweb Wireless

■> ONLY $18/MONTH PER PERSON!!!*
Wireless network cards for half price!!!*
One BR - $485
Two BR - $620

Water & Sewer Included!!
Cable - $26.57/mo - 64 ch!

Three BR - $760
NO security deposit
NO application fee

Save 20% on everything you purchase on the day you join
Saw 20% on the first Tuesday of every month for a full year
receive reminders, and get complimentary copies of Lets Live

Magazine
Or other health related publications
Set discounts from GNC Gold Card Partners

JOIN NOW ATTHE SENECA CNC
Discount week February 1-7
College Id/$5 off membership

ONLY $99/person move-in fee!!
•Promotional pricing - good until March 1" - sec office for restrictions

Applewood < lr • Between \\ inn Dixie and Belk
Hwy 123 ♦ Seneca, SC • 864-8B2-W31
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LDuke
2. Kansas
3. Maryland
4. Oklahoma
5. Alabama
6. Cincinnati
7. Kentucky
8. Florida
9. Gonzaga
10. Virginia
11. Arizona
12. Miami
13. Oregon
14. Oklahoma St.
15. UCLA
16. Ohio St.
17. Georgia
18. Marquette
19. Wake Forest
20. Stanford
21. Illinois
22. Missouri
23. Syracuse
24. Texas Tech
25. USC

number game
JLS The number of prospects
Clemson signed last Wednesday,
National Signing Day.
1ST Home game Clemson PA
Announcer Jim Philips has ever
missed was last Wednesday against
Georgia Tech.

40

The Number of teams the
NIT has expanded to from its original 32. The NIT is the consolation
prize for some teams that don't
make the NCAA Tournament.

air tsme

r
r

Saturday, February 9
Cincinnati at Wake Forest
ABC*12:00
Duke at Georgia Tech
ABC*2:15
Sunday, February 10
NC State at Florida State
RJ 1:00
Clemson at Virgina
RJ 330
Maryland at North Carolina
Fox Sports Net 630
Tuesday, February 12
North Carolina at Virgina
RJ8:00
Wednesday, February 13
Georgia Tech at Maryland
ESPN2 730

Duke
Head
Coach
Mike
Kryzewski on the incident with
Dante Jones: "Kids think that's a
way of being tough, that that's
part of gamesmanship. That's
put out there. It's notoriety. So
kids do it because they think
that's part of being good.
Throughout the country there
has been more talking between
players and coaches and things
like that. We should eliminate
that stuff and our conference
should take steps to eliminate it."

Devils pplj away to torch Tigers
► Clemsonfights hard but
jails to beat nation's best.

with Ed Scott
Duke
We knew we had a tough one
coming in playing against number
one, but we also saw it as a golden
opportunity We felt like we had
nothing to lose, so we should just go
out as a team and depend on one
another. We went out there and we
kept it close and played as a team,
so we feel good about ourselves. We
came out with a lot of fight. We
played a hard game; it was tough
and we came out swinging. I had no
idea what Dante did, because I was
on the other side of the court. I only
heard about it after the game. I was
on the bench so the only thing I
saw was Coach Shyatt and Coach K
talking. Before the game we showed
signs of maturity by coming
together and talking about the
problems that we thought we were
having.

BRIAN GARRISON

staff writer

The top-ranked team in the
nation visited Littlejohn Coliseum
for the second consecutive year.
Instead of the Tar Heels, who
defeated the Tigers the previous
weekend, Duke was touting the
nations number one record.
With five minutes to go in regulation, the Tigers and Devils were
tied, fueling the sold-out crowd.
Duke executed a run to put the
game out of reach with a final 9888 decision.
"They are a good team that plays
well, especially at home," Duke
guard Jason Williams said. "They
deserve to be respected."
Williams led the Blue Devils
with 28 points, 15 of which came
from behind the three-point line.
His fellow All-American candidate, Mike Dunleavy added .22
points of his own. The rest of the
Duke starting five also scored in
double digits. Clemson (11-11, 2-7
ACC) featured two leading scorers
in Tony Stockman and Edward
Scott who both knocked in 20
points each. Stockman connected
on five three-pointers, and Scott
dished out eight assists.
An other major contributor for
the Tigers was Chris Hobbs with
12 points. Jamar McKnight added
11 points and Ray Henderson finished the night with nine points.
Saturday's game was one of -the
most intense of the Tigers season.
In front of a national TV audience,
the Tigers did not look like the 8th
placed team in the conference. One
of the most noted moments of the
game was when Duke's Dahntay
Jones swung his fist and directed a
few words at the Clemson bench
after a timeout had been called following an alley-oop dunk by Jones
via Chris Duhon. After the whistle
blew, Clemson Head Coach Larry
Shyatt headed towards the Duke
bench to trade a few words of his
own.

SPORT
BRIEF!
ACC Suspends NC State's Julius
Hodge and Reprimands Two
Coaches
Greensboro, NC - Atlantic
Coast Conference Commissioner
John D. Swofford, after interviewing game administrators and conference officials, as well as viewing game footage, has announced
that he has suspended NC State's
Julius Hodge and reprimanded
Clemson head basketball coach
Larry Shyatt and Virginia assistant basketball coach Walt Fuller
following games played last week.
Swofford issued Hodge a onegame suspension for deliberately
and blatantly hitting Maryland's
Steve Blake in the head during
Sunday's game at Cole Field
House in College Park, Md.
Hodge's suspension will be in
place for NC State's home game
against Virginia this Wednesday
in Raleigh.
Official reprimands were also
issued to Clemson's Shyatt for his
conduct in Saturday's game with
Duke, and Virginia's Fuller for his

SCUFFLE: Clifton struggles with a homely Carlos Boozer for possesion.
"I just thought at the moment
that somebody was making my
guys ashamed and> making fun of
us," Shyatt said. "And I reacted
inappropriately, but at the same
time to defend our players."
The issue has been a topic on
local sports shows, but Duke's
Head Coach Mike Kryzewski did
not feel the situation was a big deal.
"His team needs a win and they
have a chance to knock us off,"
Krzyzewski said. "Larry Shyatt
should be allowed to be as emotional as he wants within the limits of the game. He got really excited. I don't think he did anything
badactions in Virginia's game against
Maryland last Thursday. In addition, Swofford indicated that several other discussions regarding
specific sportsmanship issues
had been held "with conference
personnel, including game officials.
"Over the past week, several
violations of the league's sportsmanship code have occurred,"
said Swofford. "This suspension
and these reprimands are a direct
result of unacceptable behavior
during last week's games. While
we all understand that emotions
can be at a high level during this
time of the season, the ACC cannot tolerate this kind of behavior
and will promote adherence to
the league's code of conduct as
stated in the ACC Manual that
both coaches and players have the
responsibility of conducting
themselves in a sportsmanlike
manner.
Jemere Hendrix Withdraws from
Clemson
Clemson, SC - Clemson forward Jemere Hendrix has decided
to withdraw from school and
return home for family reasons.
Clemson Head Coach Larry
Shyatt made the announcement

It is unquestionable how Tiger
fans felt about the loyalty exhibited
by Shyatt on Saturday. The Tigers
did not go out without a fight. Even
forward Thomas Nagys held his
own with the nation's elite as he
stood toe-to"toe and eye-to-eye
with Mike Dunleavy late in the
game. The two struggled for possession, and when the whistle was
blown, neither player let up. The
ball eventually went to Duke, but
the effort was again recognized by
the crowd with a chant of "Thomas, Tho-mas!"
The Tigers demonstrated
toughness, but were unable to slay
Goliath.
Monday.
Hendrix suffered a stress fracture of his right foot earlier in the
season and had not played since
Jan. 12. It was recently determined that he would miss the rest
of the season due to the injury.
This past weekend he decided
to withdraw from school and
return home. He plans on attending a different school next year. "I
have decided to leave Clemson for
family reasons," said Hendrix. "I
enjoyed my time at Clemson. I
appreciate the opportunity
Coach Shyatt gave me, but this
decision is what is best for me and
my family at this time."
"Jemere's injury caused some
frustration the last few weeks,"
said Shyatt. "We will help him
any way we can to have a successful future."
Hendrix played 43 minutes in
eight games this season. He was 57 from the field and 9-14 from the
foul line for 19 points in his limited action. He also pulled in 12
rebounds. He had a season high
nine points in 10 minutes of play
against Coastal Carolina on Nov
30. He scored five points and had
three rebounds in four minutes of
action at Wake Forest on Jan. 12 in
his most recent action.

Georgia Tech
As soon as we came out of the
gates it looked like we weren't
ready. We took the court and we
just looked like we were going
through the motions, they just
wanted it more. Ever since we went
down there and beat them, they
have been getting better, but so
have we. We can't let the past dictate how we are going to play. Just
because we won down there doesn't
mean we should expect anything
or take anything for granted. What
we did in the past isn't going to help
us but we played like we expected it
too. We just never got into it, never
got ourselves energized. We practiced well all week, but our shots
just weren't falling tonight.
Losing Streak
The only problem that we have
is a mental one. The frustration
comes from knowing that we are a
much better ball club than our
record shows. All we can do is play
one game at a time and stop worrying about what has
happened in the
past. If we cant
focus on the^
future and play
like we know
we can
should
be
fine.
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STANDINGS
men
Duke
Maryland
Wake Forest
NC State
Virginia
Florida State
Georgia Tech
Clemson
North Carolina

V

women
Duke
North Carolina
Georgia Tech
Clemson
Virginia
NC State
Wake Forest
Maryland
Florida State
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE

STUNG

Women's Tennis
vs. Georgia State, Friday, 2:30 p.m.
Men's tennis

at Minnesota. Saturday, All Day
Women's Basketball

at Duke, Sunday, 1 p.m.
Men's Basketball
vs. Wake Forest, Wednesday, 9 p.m.

► Clemson falls apart
inLittlejohn Page 15

Yellow Jackets swarm a floundering Tiger program
► The Tigers continune to
fall down in Atlantic Coast
Conference standings.

keep their streak alive with the
74-50 decision.
"After the Tar Heel game, there
was uncertainty, but we came
back against a quality Duke team
HOLLI ARMSTRONG
sports editor
and had a great amount of energy," Clemson Head Coach Larry
After suffering losses to North Shyatt said. "We just simply did
Carolia and Duke, the struggling not have that tonight. There was
Tigers are looking for a break- a six-minute hit in which they
through but did not find it hit four straight threes in transiagainst a much improved tion. It was three different guys,
Georgia Tech (9-13, 2-7 ACC) and we never recovered emotionally or at half time."
squad.
"I guess the guys and myself
The Tigers (11-11, 2-7 ACC)
thought they were just going to came out offensively flat, and
come in here and lay down for us, spent much of the first half
but it didn't happen that way," searching for shots against the
Dwon Clifton said "I felt like we Yellow Jackets, who were shootjust broke apart and went from ing 9-of-15 from the perimeter to
being a team to being individuals start the game. The half closed
and we got frustrated because we with Georgia Tech up 44-24
weren't hitting shots. It was one thanks to the shooting of B.J.
and
Tony
Atkins.
of those nights when we didn't Elder
McKnight, the Tigers' lone senior,
pull together like we needed to."
In the season's first meeting, led all scorers at the half with 12
the Tigers picked up an impres- points and finished the game
sive 83-76 road win at Georgia with 15 points.
However,
Tech, but the Yellow Jackets have Clemson needed more offensive
won their last two conference output from McKnight and Tony
match-ups, dominating both Stockman, who finished with
ends of the court. Both teams only two points. The Tigers also
were tied for seventh place in the allowed the smaller Yellow
conference and are similar in that Jackets to outrebound them,
they have both been knocking on • which has been Clemson's most
the door against top-ranked consistent staple.
opponents. But coming into
The second half opened with
Wednesday night's match-up, it Elder increasing the lead to 49was the Jackets that managed to
SEE TECH, PAGE 12

DAVID KALK/photo editor

RUNNING SCARED: Lone SeniorJamar McKnight (33) makes a run for the basket against Georgia Tech.

[WELCOME TO TIGER TOWN]

SIGNING ON THE DOTTED LINE

Clemson and Auburn have
yet another thing in common
► Search for new "D" COach
ends With the hiringqfa
former Auburn man.
TONY BROERING

staff writer

GARRET HOLT & SETH G£E/.u I department

RECRUITS: February 6gave the Tigers some new men to run the ACC table.BO GlLLOOLY

assistant sports editor
While Clemson has been
overshadowed in the
past few weeks by archrival South Carolina, the Tigers
have quietly recruited an
impressive class of their own.
While not matching the outstanding class of 2001, Clemson
landed enough big names to
push them into the recruiting
top 20 in many polls.
Recruiting is a difficult
enough business as it is, and
this year Clemson was set back
by some self imposed sanctions
for past violations. The Tigers
were short two scholarships and

Head football coach Tommy
Bowden announced in a press
conference last Thursday that his
three-week search for a new
defensive coordinator has ended
with the hiring of former Auburn
Defensive Coordinator John
Lovett.
Lovett
replaces
muchmaligned Reggie Herring who
resigned in early January to
become the defensive coordinator
for Ole Miss. Herring has since
left that position to try his hand
in the NFL as the expansion team
Houston Texans' linebackers
coach.
Lovett was not the Tigers' first
choice; both John Thompson,
Defensive
Coordinator
at
Arkansas, and Steve Dunlap, linebackers coach at Syracuse, reject-

ed Bowden's advances, but Lovett
certainly has the qualifications to
make the
Clemson defense one of

the best in the country. Lovett has
been an assistant coach at the collegiate level for 23 years, 13 at
defensive coordinator. He has
expertise in coaching both secondary and linebacker positions.
"John has a wealth of experience coaching all aspects of
defense," Bowden said. "When
you look at Auburn's win over
Florida and what they were able
to do with Florida's offense it certainly catches your eye." No
defense held the Gators in check
like John's did this past year. The
2000 Auburn defense was ranked
among the best in the nation and
led the SEC in total defense at the
end of the regular season. His
defense was big reason they won
the Western Division of the SEC
that year.
"I first saw John Lovett's
defense at work when I coached at
SEE

JOHN, PAGE 12

made an assistant coach stay Georgia, is a very talented athhome and off the recruiting lete who has "Dantzleresque"
trail. "When you take one of running ability.
your guys off the road, you've
Chansi was recruited heavily
got to pick up the slack some- by Florida State and Tommy
where," said Head Coach Bowden's father, Seminole Head
Tommy Bowden. "I think every 'Coach Bobby Bowden. The
coach would be happy (with week before Bobby visited
this class) because it was a diffi- Stuckey, Tommy joked about
cult year."
putting a tape recorder under
Clemson's biggest catches of the couch. When asked what
the year were Kelvin Grant, his father said, Tommy replied,
Chansi Stuckey, and Justin "He told Chansi I was adopted."
Miller. Kelvin Grant is a 6-foot- Justin Miller is a 5-foot-ll defen2-inch wide receiver with 4.4 sive back who is ranked as the
speed and a physical style of ninth best skill athlete in the
play that is reminiscent of Rod country by SuperPrep. Miller
Gardner. Stuckey, a 6-foot, 170- chose Clemson over Florida and
pound quarterback out of
SEE NEW PAGE 12
. .

DAWD KALK/photo edit

LOVE IT: New coordinator catches a basketball game with Bowden.
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ON THE AIR

WSBF

88.1
f
m
on your radio dial
http://wsbf.clemson.edu

February 8February 14
thursday

Friday

Saturday

sunday

monday

tuesday

1AM - "360
DEGREES" W/DJ
JIHAD

HAM- TODD DAVIS

9AM - JOE HECKER

7AM - ROLO
MOTHER - JAZZ

1PM - BRIAN
SMITH AND AARON
WEGNER

HAM - BRIAN
SMITH AND AARON
WEGNER

7AM - JOEY
MCKINNON- JAZZ
9AM - RORY RILEY
AND MATT BARR

9AM - RACHEL
ROBINSON

9AM - PATRICK
MCLAUGHLIN

7AM-KATIE JONES JAZZ

1PM - JEREMY
COOK

11AM - NILANKA
SENEVIRATNE

11AM - MATT
dRISLER

11AM - RYAN
FINNIE

9AM-CHRIS
EVERETT

3PM - KRISTYN
STARR

1PM - BRIAN WAHL

1PM - KIM
MCKEON AND
DAVID BOWMAN

1PM - THOMY
GIBBONS

HAM -JOHN ADAM
WICKUFFE

3PM - CASEY
HANCOCK

1PM - KIM MCKEON
AND DAVID BOWMAN

7PM - TIM FUCHS!

5PM - RYAN
ORENDORF AND
THOMPSON
MEFFORD

RODGERSAND
BROOKE MARSHE

9PM - "THE WILD
SIDE" W/RICK
MCBRIDE

7PM - ROTATING
SPECIALTY SHOW GIVE HER A LISTEN!

11PM - MIKE
TREHY

9PM - JOEY
MCGUINESS (DJ
ESUS) MINIMALISM,
ELECTRONIC, HIPHOP

3AM - BRYAN
BUCKLEY
7AM - NICK
MAGANINI

3PM - D6ECE
DUECE

9AM - BRYAN SMITH

5PM - JOSEPH
YOUNG

HAM - PATRICK
MCLAUGHLIN

7PM - MATT
HOLLAND

1PM- LINDSAY
WHITESIDE

9PM - MYKE BEE
HIP-HOP

5PM - DAN
NGUYEN
7PM - "THE
PROTOGRESSIVE
SHOW W/JOE
DELLA FERRA

3PM - MIKE
SIMMONS

9PM - "CLOSED
FIST CONFLICT"
W/JEFF FRENCH

5PM-TIMFUCHS
AND CREW

11PM - JAMAAL
COLLIS - REGGAE

7PM-JEFF KING

3PM - TODD
CANTRELL
5PM - "DISORDERS
OF THE MIND"
W/DAN
MCCORMICK
7PM - CAPTAIN
DON MORGAN ROOTS, BOOGIE,
AND DIP
9PM - BOBBY
CONGDON AND
JANELLE LiPSCOMB

3PM - AMA WERTZ
5PM - MARC
ALEXANDER

HPM - JEFF
BANDY AND MATT
SIMPSON

9PM - JACK BERNO

Wednesday
7AM

BILL SUSKI JAZZ

11PM - CHELSEA
MYLETT

11PM - VICTOR
TRAC

3PM - ERIC

5PM - BRANDON
MORGAN
7PM - PHIL
TOWNSEND AND
NATHAN CARBAUGH
9PM - TILL - HIPHOP
HPM - CODY
CHANCE-BREAKS,
JUNGLE, DRUM AND
BASS

■-c

W) (W) W) (W)

CCN

5AM -ANNA
ESKRIDGE

clemsDn cable
network
channel ID

February 8 February 14
http://ccn.clemson.edu
Telephone: B5B-I22G
E-mail: ccnOPclEmsDn.Edu
_, ,

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

manday

tuesday

Wednesday

thursday

12 AM NOVICAINE
2 AM TITUS
5 AM JOY RIDE
7 AM WAKING LIFE
9 AM HOPE FLOATS
11 AM DARK CITY
1 PM WAY OF THE
GUN
3 PM MADE
5 PM NOVICAINE
9 PM HOPE FLOATS

12 AM DARK CITY
2 AM NOVICAINE
4 AM WAKING LIFE
6 AM JOY RIDE
8 AM TITUS
11 AM HOPE
FLOATS
1 PM WAY OF THE
GUN
3 PM MADE
5 PM HOPE FLOATS
9 PM WAKING LIFE

12 AM WAY OF THE
GUN
2 AM WAKING LIFE
4 AM HOPE FLOATS
6 AM DARK CIT
8 AM NOVICAINE
10 AM TITUS
1 PM MADE
3 PM JOY RIDE
5 PM NOVICAINE
9 PM HOPE FLOATS

12AM WAKING LIFE
2 AM NOVICAINE
4 AM WAY OF THE
GUN
6AM HOPE FLOATS
8 AM TITUS
11 AM JOY RIDE
1 PM DARK CITY
3 PM MADE
5 PM DARK CITY
9 PM MADE

12 AM NOVICAINE
2 AM WAY OF THE
GUN
4 AM WAKING LIFE
6 AM HOPE FLOATS
8 AM MADE
10 AM TITUS
1 PM JOY RIDE
3 PM DARK CITY
5 PM NOVICAINE
9 PM TITUS

12 AM HOPE
FLOATS
2 AM NOVICAINE
4 AM TITUS
7 AM WAY OF THE
GUN
9 AM MADE
H AM JOY RIDE
1 PM DARK CITY
3 PM WAKING LIFE
5 PM DARK CITY (
100)
9 PM HOPE FLOATS

12 AM
PLEASANTVILLE
3 AM WAKING LIFE
5 AM DON'T SAY A
WORD
7 AM
STARTUP.COM
9 AM NOVICAINE
11 AM DARK CITY
1 PM JOY RIDE
3 PM MADE
5 PM DON'T SAY A
WORD
9 PM NOVICAINE

-
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Our affair with Wentine's Romantic flicks are a must- see
takes us way into the past
TARA MENNITT

staff writer

RENEE RILEY

senior staff writer
Love, cupid, hearts, and red: how
did all of these things become associated with Valentine's Day? Is it
just a freak of human nature that
Valentine's Day has become the
gushiest holiday of the year?
Actually, Valentine's Day has a rich
history, and like most things, it is
not a random holiday meant to torture single people.
Valentine's Day is attributed by
some historians to the efforts of St.
Valentine, a third-century priest.
There are three stories as to what
exactly Valentine did in order to
influence the holiday. The first
involves the ruler under which
Valentine lived, Claudius II.
Claudius was a vicious emperor
who outlawed marriagewhile at
war outlawed. Perhaps this, was
done to prevent the young men
from staying home with their wives
instead of flocking to battle.
Valentine, in defiance of that law,
held secret ceremonies in which he
married young lovers until he was
caught and executed. Maybe this
reference to blood is where the idea
of red comes into play during the
holiday—not quite as adoring, huh?
The second legend claims that
Valentine was imprisoned for his
various good deeds to Christians.
During his imprisonment he healed
his keeper's daughter of blindness
and began a secret relationship with
her that was conducted mainly
through letters. It was these letters
that he signed "your Valentine,"
which is used to this day to sign love
notes that conceal the admirer's
affections.
The final tale claims that
Valentine's name was originally
Galantine, which denotes the word
"gallant." To stretch the theory even

further into its association with
Valentine's Day, it is assumed that
gallantry is related to courtship. For
those who are skeptical out there,
the switch in pronunciation from
"G" to "V supposedly occurred with
the medieval peasants who pronounced their "G's" as "Vs."
In a less confusing story,
Valentine's Day is explained as a
pagan holiday that took on a
Christian aspect, as many holidays
did over time. The pagan precursor
to Valentine's Day was Lupercalia. It
was an ancient Roman festival that
began in a cave on Palatine Hill,
where supposedly the female wolf,
Rumina, nursed the human babies
Romulus and Remus, the founders
of Rome. It is therefore celebrated as
a fertility rite.
Another side to the holiday of
Lupercalia claims that it is a "festival of eroticism" to honor Juno
Februata, the goddess of frenzied
love. Love notes or billets were
given to bring men and women
together in feasting and sexual
endeavors.
The history of the Valentine's
Day card, although to some it is
attributed to Valentine or
Lupercalia, has been traced back to
Charles, Duke of Orleans in 1495. It
is theorized that, like Valentine,
Charles wrote romantic poems to
his beloved while in prison. Over
time, the idea spread and the acceptance of the cards grew. By the early
nineteenth century, the valentine
had become so important that they
became somewhat like pieces of art.
They were often hand-painted, decorated in lace and silk, or adorned
with flowers and gold.
Even though the holiday is still
tormenting to the single crowd, it is
at least refreshing to know that it
was not always so happy and cute.

With Valentine's Day coming
here are three movies to get you
into the mood for the holiday.
In 1987, Hollywood released
"Dirty Dancing" starring Patrick
Swayze and Jennifer Gray as
Johnny and Baby, respectively.
Baby is an idealistic teen at a mountain resort for a three-week vacation with her wealthy family;
Johnny is the resort's lowly dancing
instructor. Though they are from
two very different worlds, Johnny
and Baby fall in love through the
most unusual circumstances, and
though the audience is sure that it's
going to happen, it's still a surprise.
Set in 1969 when Johnny's dancing
partner undergoes a botched illegal
abortion, Baby is needed to step in
for her for a special dancing engagement someplace other than the
resort. Spending most of their free
time together the couple ends up
secretly (at least to Baby's part of
society) falling in love. With the
Oscar-winning theme song, "I've
Had the Time of My Life", "Dirty
Dancing" is the perfect movie to
rent when you're spending a night
with the girls.
In 1992, we saw the arrival of the
film adaptation of James Fenimore
Cooper's novel, The Last of the
Mohicans, starring Daniel DayLewis and Madeline Stowe. The
French and Indian War serves as
the backdrop to this love story that
sets the daughter of the British
General Munro, Cora (Stowe) with
the adopted Mohican Hawkeye
(Day-Lewis). Wes Studi's character
Magua chases the two lovers along
with Hawkeye's adopted brother,
Uncas, and father (who are the last
of the Mohicans), a British lieutenant (who is in love with Cora),
and Cora's younger sister Alice
through the mountains of New
York. With not only beautiful

scenery but also a powerful soundtrack, this movie takes the viewer
through a truly emotional relationship between Cora and Hawkeye as
they escape death and the pressures
of whatever society is left. It is all
capped off when Hawkeye says,
"No matter where you go, I will find
you. If it takes a thousand years, I
will find you," when Cora is about
to be dragged off by Magua. Even
more endearing than the love
between Cora and Hawkeye is the
subtle love that grows between
Alice and Uncas. In the final scene
of the movie, Alice makes such a
bold statement about their love that
one cannot help but get choked up.
More than any other movie on this
list, I urge you to see this film.
As Romeo says to sum up the
plot of the play "Romeo + Juliet",
"My only love sprung from my
only hate." In 1996 Baz Luhrmann
turned William Shakespeare's^nost
well known tragedy into a modern
and mind-rattling version starring
Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire
Danes as the star-crossed lovers.
Instead of being set in 16th-century
Verona as Shakespeare imagined
the play - Luhrmann sets his movie
in a modern day Verona that is
often compared to Miami Beach all
without shedding a word of the
original Shakespearian English to
create a very unusual adaptation.
Add to that a pretty good soundtrack and then the movie is set to
get anyone in the mood for
romance. Both Romeo and Juliet
are tormented by the fact that they
cannot be with each other, and
then with the death of Juliet's
cousin Tybalt and Romeo's exile it
seems as though the star-crossed
lovers cannot win. As the movie
comes to a close it's apparent that
there is no way that their love will
end up happily ever after, but it still
remains the greatest love story ever
told.
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Five
Paws
$$$&$

So good that we
would experience
it sober.
Four
Paws

Definitely worth
your time and
money.
$«#

Three
Paws

Not stellar, but
worth checking
out.
«£#if€,

Two
Paws

Not worth your
money, stay at
home.
One
Paw

Don't even think
about it.

Heritage at Riverwood
I and 2 Bedroom
Equipped kitchens and Washer/Dryers
Pool, Tennis Court, Fitness Center.
II other locations
1 bedroom starting at $325

Burton Properties
Management
CALL 654-1130,
After Hours #s
888-0200,

647-2268
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Set the mood just right
Imagine the scene - you and
your boyfriend have just sat down
for a romantic dinner in your apartment. There are candles littered
around the room, a beautiful dinner
is before you, and the moment
seems just right. But wait - there's
something missing and you suddenly you figure it out: You turn to
him and ask him to hit play on the
CD player, but what he's chosen isn't
quite what you were expecting as
you sat down for your romantic dinner for two! So you delay your eating
even further and head to your own
CD selection but can only find the
latest releases from N'SYNC, the
Backstreet Boys, Christina Aguilera,
Britney Spears, and the past three
NOW CDs - a sorry selection to say
the least. At last you make your
decision,
the
2001
release
"Celebrity" from N'SYNC and put it
in the CD player, hoping that their
new hit single, "Girlfriend" will get
him the mood. Unfortunately by
putting that in the CD you ruined
any chance of keeping the mood,
but here are some ideas that might
help you keep the mood in case you
decide to do the romantic dinner
again. Stick to something without
any lyrics if you're into the pop
scene. Instead of bothering him
with the "dirty pop" or "drowning in
love" lyrics play instead with background instrumentals. Now, I don't
mean the "smooth jazz" or "light
rock" that your Mom listens to. I
mean grab a CD from Barnes &
Noble that's titled The Great Jazz
Artists from the 1920s, '30s, '40s, or
'50s and play it for him. If you're
really trying for something special,
hit up the classical selection like

Tchaikovsky's, Romeo and Juliet
Overture or Henry Mancini's The
Thornbirds.
Okay, so you don't think that jazz
or classical is the way for you and
your man to go. His selection would
rather be the new hard rock variety
such as Staind, Nickelback, or
Linkin Park, which you can't stand.
Instead pick out something called
classic rock. Grab a greatest hits CD
from the Beatles or better yet just
put the Forrest Gump Soundtrack
into player and let songs like "I Don't
Know Why But I Do" and "Stoned
Love" do the talking.
If your man is in touch with his
feminine side, then there isn't any
reason to not put in the latest chick
rock CD that you've got. From Jewel
to Sarah Mclachlan, Dido, Sheryl
Crow and Tori Amos you've got
something in there that will make
the candles burn all the more
brighter. The feminine voice does
something to set a proper mood and
most of the songs are about love
anyway, so you've got everything all
set up already.
The only thing to definitely
avoid is mainstream music. Burn
that perfect CD that has all of your
favorite songs on them, but make
sure that they're not too sad, too
loud, or too jarring. You want something to set the mood, not tear it
apart.

PIXIE

&

BILLS

Rating:

CAROLYN LEMERE

timeout editor

"This is pretty much the creme
de la creme of Clemson," Rachel
Flynn, a senior majoring in communications, commented as she took a
bite of her pecan-crusted Maui
Maui.
Yes, Pixie & Bill's is definitely
fine dining at it's best, especially
since it's so close and convenient to
the University's campus. On
Highway 123 just past the College
Ave. traffic light, it's only a short
drive for students and faculty members, as well as for the entire community of Clemson.
The big pineapple logo that's a
part of the restaurant's logo makes
the perfect statement on what to
expect inside. With a very welcoming and friendly wait staff and a
cozy, warm feel, one feels instantly
at home. The fireplace adds the perfect touch to a chilly night and
makes the setting that much more
intimate.
There is a wide range of selec-

Pinback:
Blue Screen Life

Great Atmosphere I always playing jazz
- Sandwiches
- Salads
- Frozen Coffee Drinks
- Fresh Desserts
- Fresh Cookies
- Fresh Brownies

Locally owned and operated
w/a touch of New Orleans
r
i
i
i
i

!
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tions to find on the dinner menu. Cheesecake are just two of the items
From meat to seafood, pasta to to choose from. Guests can also
chicken, light dinners to a variety of select from a variety of coffee and
appetizers, there is really something espresso drinks to finish their fine
for everyone. One of the hosts, who meal.
referred to himself as Martin,
Many may not be aware that
described some of the most popular lunch is also served at Pixie & Bill's
dishes. One of the appetizers of from 11:30 am. to 1:30 p.m. Again,
choice is the Spicy Shrimp Saute. there is a variety of sandwiches and
With plump shrimp, garlic, spicy light courses, all at very reasonable
Prosciutto and Parmesan cream prices.
sauce poured over potato rounds, it's
The Corontzes brothers, Nick
a wonderful beginning to dinner. and George, own and operate Pixie
The Pixie & Bill's Mixed Grill is a & Bill's and also Calhoun Corners,
popular entree. This dish offers only ■ which is nearby in Clemson. George
the finest mix, consisting of filet first opened Calhoun Corners and
medallions in ginger Dijon sauce, bought Pixie & Bill's when it
crab cake in Bearnaise and black- became available. The two decided
ened shrimp. The Baked Seafood to run them together. Both, along
Medley is another favorite that with their brother Ted, can be found
offers a variety. This dish consists of in the restaurants cooking up these
shrimp, crabmeat and scallops in a tasty selections and greeting cussherry lobster butter sauce with tomers, adding a very personal
rice, Jack cheese and tomato slices. touch. "Each meal is put on the
On the lighter side, the Gourmet menu because we like it," Nick
Veggie Pizza satisfies the appetites Corontzes explained about how
of those on a diet or just not ready they chose these tasty selections.
for the yummy juicy steaks.
The perfect place to treat someone
The Filet Mignon in port wine special, Pixie & Bill's offers that
reduction sauce is a treat. Sliced extra something to any occasion.
mushrooms are mixed into the fla- Along with being a fantastic place
vorful sauce and it's all served over to bring a date, it is perfect for enterroasted potato rounds. Together it taining family and friends. Larger
makes a very tasty and unique tables are available for groups. If
entree.
your looking to visit Pixie & Bill;s
If you're not full yet, Pixie & Bill's for Valentine's Day, however, you
also serves up quite a dessert list. better make reservations ASAP
Kentucky Derby Pie and NY. because they fill up very quickly.

WSBFPKK0F
THE WEEK
Pinback is good. This album,
recorded completely entirely on a
home computer, makes sure you
know this fact. The band hails
from San Diego and features
members of 3 Mile Pilot, one that
helps make up the main duo that
is Pinback, and one that helps out
on drums from time to time. The
songs are beautifully constructed
with subtleties that wind together
perfectly. Pinback's songs flow
freely over simple drumbeats and
simple guitars. It's these simplicities that work together along with
some very unique vocals to create
some really incredible songs.
It's difficult to put Pinback's
sound into words. I could hire a
poet to write this review for me,
but that would be absurd. The
sound is completely original and
refreshing. You want a genre?
How about,indie-rock-pop? That
may or may not be the right genre
to put this in. We could start with
the first song, "Offline P.K," which
immediately harpoons the listener like a fat whale. (How's that for
poetry?) This track lets you know
right away you're listening to
something original. The layered
vocals over a constant guitar and
drumbeat with some keyboard
work make for a song that gets
your head nodding. Skip a few to
"Penelope." Go get the CD and do
it, come on now Notice how beautiful this song is? Notice how
Pinback lays down that smooth
and swift drumbeat underneath
some vocals at a completely different pace? Nice, huh? Most songs
are slow and mellow, others pick
up the pace a bit.
Blue Screen Life is the next
album you will buy.
Pinback is now touring the
U.S., and will be visiting Atlanta
on May LI will be there. Visit pinback.com for more information.
- Bobby Gmgdon
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Old time favorite offers up a fine cuisine

TARA MENNITT

staff writer
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Not Quite the Full Monte

Make way forthe souped-up Segwayscooter
One of the most frequent
questions people ask me
is, "Eric, do you have any
suggestions as to how we can
mitigate transportation problems and reduce pollution
without lining the pockets of
large corporations?"
After
years of not having a satisfactory answer, I now believe I have
stumbled on to something. It's
called the Segway.
The Segway was unveiled in
December by eccentric director
Dean Kamen. He's one of those
cool inventors you always see
in the movies. He has his own
island and helicopter, and he
wears the same outfit every
day. His invention resembles a
mini scooter that stands
upright on just two wheels.
The rider also stands, rather
than sitting, and turns using
handles at the end of a long
shaft. If you want to take a
look at some pictures, check
out
their homepage
at
www.segway.com. It's quite
entertaining.
I'll do my best to explain the
complicated electronic system
that powers the Segway.
Essentially, turning the little
handle-thingys make the big
wheels go around. Kamen's
design incorporates one significant idea: No room for people
to stick annoying bumper
stickers on the back.
Hopefully, in the design

r

these little contraptions.
Personally, I would like to
own one of these mutant scooters. I will add a spoiler, racing
stripes and some huge bass
speakers so that I can blow people completely off their sorry,
little mopeds.
I'm sure that in the near
future, the Sport Utility
Segway will be out on the market. It will be twice the size of
the normal ones and have special tires to easily wash away
the pesky little body parts that
could get stuck under the
wheels after mowing people
down. These will only be given
out to people who do not know
how to operate them.
Although it is a quirky and
unique device, I think that the
Segway is pretty cool. Sure,
some people will be upset that
they cannot add neon lights to
the bottom or hang stuff on it,
such as fuzzy dice. But then
again, we really don't want
these people operating them
anyway, do we?
So, beware. One day, you
will be driving recklessly and
might accidentally cut me off
in traffic. But don't worry. I
will simply pull up next to you
and tap on your window. I will
politely salute you with my
middle finger and then take
off, leaving you in a cloud of
dust from my fire-red, soupedup Segway scooter.

process they have added a special device so that, when a person begins yammering on his
cell phone, he immediately
bursts into flames. Another
device would, if a rider slows
down while in a Segway passing lane, give that person a
severe electric shock.
Kamen believes that his new
"human transporter" will revo-

lutionize our lives. He claims
entire cities will be designed to
incorporate the Segways. So,
this means that now instead of
dodging cars,, bicycles, and
Rollerbladers during your normal walk, you can try to escape
from
cars,
bicycles,
Rollerbladers, and people on
funny-looking, upright scooters.
It's unlikely that our
American society, which is so
dependent on the speed provided by automobiles, will
completely
embrace
the
Segway. However, less civilized
places such as third world
countries,
Canada,
and
Arkansas, may benefit from

DOWN WITH THE FLU???

1

lost treasure that Faria promised
him, he is able to assume the title of
Count in order to achieve revenge.
Dantes assumes a godlike role and
goes to extreme measures for
Rated: PG-13
vengeance that lead him to make
Review:
questionable sacrifices for the sake
of his payback.
**•
Dominiczyk, among others, seem
to be poorly cast and don't perform
LEX NUNNERY
well. Many of the actors in this
staff writer
movie could use some lessons from
Though it begins and ends slow- Caviezel, Pearce and Harris, who
ly, this latest adaptation of a Dumas give solid performances. Also, the
novel remains moderately enter- Chateau D'lf warden (Michael
taining throughout most of its Wincott) plays a convincingly blunt
course. In 19th-century Marseilles, and masochistic role. However, the
scene-stealer is
the poor but
Luis
Guzman,
hopeful ship
who
portrays
hand Edmond
Jacopo, an Italian
Dantes
0™
pirate who, after
Caviezel) is savDantes spares his
ing up for an
life, devotes his
engagement
existence to servring for his love,
ing the count.
Mercedes
The best part of
(Dagmara
this film is its
Dominiczyk),
beautifully phountil his life- SEDUCE ME: Dantes (Caviezel)
tographed, eyelong
friend, steams up the screen with
catching locations
Mondego (Guy Mercedes (Dominiczyk).
and detailed sets.
Pearce), who
envies Dantes's fiancee, betrays him, Ireland was the main site of filming,
labeling him a traitor by turning where the memorable final sword
him in for being a messenger for the fight ensued in a field of tall grass.
"The Count of Monte Cristo" has
exiled Napoleon in Elba. Dantes is
then condemned to the gloomy several moments that drag and too
ChateauD'If, a dungeon-prison on a many boring, explicit plot developsecluded French isle. Years, beatings ments. Some of the acting is bad,
and a suicide attempt later, he and you leave the theater with an.
receives a glimmer of hope while unclear view about vengeance. Most
staring at the stone inscription in his of the film leads up to the ultimate
prison wall of "GOD WILL GRANT implications of the evil side of
ME JUSTICE" when a head pops revenge. Faria told Dantes that
through his dirty floor — his new- vengeance is "often overcooked but
found mentor Abbe Faria's (Richard seldom eaten"; however, the film has
Harris), who has been tunneling a confusing happy ending.
underground in search for escape.
The movie's length and occasionFaria teaches Dantes everything al spats of slow movement make it
from knife fighting to Machiavelli, seem unbearable at times, but "The
so that when the betrayed finally Count of Monte Cristo" is no waste
does manage to escape and find the at the theaters.
THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO
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Innocenthearts
knawlovebetter
People often ask me how someone
as caustic and dispassionate as
myself could possibly get so worked
up over a holiday like Valentine's
Day. They point out the many incongruities between the holiday and my
own personal dogma, which does
not value the saccharine sweet sentimentality with which Valentine's
Day has come to be associated
While
these
people
are quite
right in
their
observations,
what
they don't realize is that through a
lengthy process of deliberate attitude and perspective adjustments, 1
have come to view this day of love in
quite an unconventional way.
My love for Valentine's Day dates
all the way back to elementary
school when (in my opinion) it was
enjoyed and celebrated in its purest
form. The first indicator that it was
coming could be found in the grocery and drug stores just after
Christmas, when they would begin
stocking up on candies and valentine cards. These cards lined the
shelves in thin rectangular boxes
decorated with images of all our
favorite cartoon characters smilingly
bidding us to "Be Mine."
Weeks of shopping would be
ruined for my mother as I begged,
whined and ogled these tiny declarations of seasonable affection. The
selection process was a serious one,
and there were many criteria to be
met before making the ultimate decision. First of all, the set had to
include a card designed specifically
for a teacher. But even more importantly, it had to have an option that
was just right for the classmate on
whom I happened to have a crush
that year. This card had to express
just the right amount of affection
without giving away too much. For
example, a greeting line reading "I've
got my eye on you, Valentine" would
be too much, and any set of cards
including one like this would be
rejected in favor of a more subtle
alternative such as, "Thinking of you,
Valentine." Once settled upon, the
cards would be filled out with care in
pink or red ink, using a Xerox of the
class role to ensure that no one was
left out. They would then be carried
to school in a separate bag and distributed to the proper hand-decorated valentine-receiving boxes (usually fashioned from empty milk gallons).
Now, fast-forward to that pit of
awkwardness and despair more
commonly known as middle school.
Here, peers managed to pervert the
meaning of Valentine's Day from acelebration of friendship into a torturous series of 50-minute periods
where "couples" showered each other
with the most obnoxious gifts imaginable in a ritual glorification of
"romantic love." The sole aim of
these interludes, it seemed, was to
expose me publicly for the dateless
loser I was (at age 12). The innocent,
all-inclusive fun of cartoon valentines had been traded for serious
overtures of love and devotion in the
form of flower and balloon bouquets,
French kisses and enormous stuffed
animals.
This trend continued for several
years and dogged me even as I
entered high school, rendering Feb.
14 the most dreaded school day of
the year until one day, it hit me: I didn't have to hate Valentine's Day. I
could celebrate the holiday the way
it was intended, by appreciating
friendship rather than despairing
over a lack of beaus; it was quite a
revelation. I began buying and passing out valentines just like I had done
in elementary school, cartoon characters and all (this year it's Scooby
Doo). Reactions have been varied;
some people laugh, some look perplexed, but they all share one common response: delight.
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Temptation Island can be found everywhere, even Qemson
SAMANTHA HOIT

columnist

He loves me, he loves me not, he
loves me, he loves me not.
Sweetheart, he can loooooove you
as much as he wants without ever
truly loving you. I am so tired of
hearing about these relationships
that are not going anywhere. If
she's been playing games for a year,
you probably need to get rid of her.
And, for heaven's sake, if he has
cheated on you, why in the world
would you possibly settle for
someone like that? Every night, if
you cry yourself to sleep because
of the one you're with, it's probably time to search for someone
else.
I feel like everyone has this fear
that they will end up alone, so
they simply settle for the relationship that they are in. I've got news
for you: there is a much better
mate out there for you if the relationship is not going as well as you
planned. If the relationship starts
off bad, it probably will not get
any better. There are many great
things about love, and they do not
include screaming, beating, criti-

cizing, cheating, lying, stealing
and raping. They include respect,
honesty, sincerity, gentleness,
understanding, empathy, and
patience. If you do not see the relationship between you and your
partner going anywhere, why put
yourself through the emotional
turmoil? Guard your heart and
only be with someone who treats
you how you have always wanted
to be treated.
To put a rocky relationship to
the test, my advice is to sit down
and deeply think about what your
idea of a perfect mate would be.
Think about that person that
would make you feel the best
about yourself, and chances are, if
your mate doesn't match up, then
he or she is not the one for you. If
he or she does, I say you've caught
your fish.
I am not saying that there won't
be mistakes. Nobody is perfect,
but everyone knows truly if the
Eerson they are with is good or
ad for them. Evaluate yourself
and see how you change if you do
when your partner is around. Does
he or she make you a better person

or vice versa? I'm no relationship
counselor, but I have common
sense. Some of you may say, "I'm
too young to look into the future
and to think about marriage; I live
for the moment and like to have
fun." Well, you can have, fun on
your own and might not need to
be in a relationship at this point in
your life. Being in a mature relationship involves being with
someone who complements you
in the best way. It doesn't involve
being with someone you can get
drunk with and take home at
night.
I see these girls and guys on
Temptation Island (yes, I am
addicted to the show whether it is
ridiculous or not) sit and watch
their significant other cheat on
them (visual proof) and then still
wonder whether they should be
with them or not. Is it just me or
are people ignorant when it comes
to seeing their own relationship
gone bad? Convincing yourself
that it is all good is not the way to
fix a broken relationship. Address
the problem and change or get out
while you can.

NEWS FLASH STUDENTS:
You do not have to marry someone
right when you get out of college. I
hope you didn't come here to get
you MR or MRS degree; although, I
am fearful that some of you may
have. It is quite fun to be single, by
the way, if you never have been. It
gives you more of an opportunity
to view others in relationships and
realize what you would and would
not want in your own relationship.
So, singles, don't be ashamed if
you're with a group on Valentine's
Day or going to or renting a movie
by yourself or with friends. It's a
great thing! And those of you in
relationships, if it's going well,
have an awesome Valentine's Day.
However, for those of you who are
doubtful or simply never thought
about it, before you stock up on
flowers, candies and other gifts
this Feb. 14, understand this: DO
NOT SETTLE. Anyone can settle;
it takes a great person to wait—to
wait for that other person that
they have been searching for all
along. And, those, my friends and
fellow students, are the ones that
get the fairy tale.

wsny.

UNION PROGRAMS
& ACTIVITIES
COUNCIL

CAMPUS
VENTS
What: JOY RIDE
When: Friday, Feb 8

Date: Tuesday, Feb 12

Time: 8:00pm

0 p.mL-^2:0Jl a.m

Where: McKissick Theater

.::>■•:;-:■;

-:::y"

Edgqr's^& Union Plaza

What: Don'tSayAWord
When: Saturday, Feb 9
Time: 8:00 pm
Where: McKissick Theater
Note: Rated RMovie

[

Open Mic Night

What: Open Mic Night
When: Wed, Feb 13

Featuring: JOHN MAYER at 10:3(jpf!FfheTlarks at 7 pm
Dezeray's Hammer af§':45 pm BEER- Bring your TigerStfipe and
loose change for beverages. Mardi G||i!|Festivial Style: potty Ary
Street Performers PLUS Art Contests ^\n^JSffPRLZES?
Ancheaux's CAJUN food Strossne*s KINGCAKES Hooter's
WINGS & other local food vendors.

Kevin 0'Rourke&
Jose Averyn

Time: 8 pm

Date:Fri,Feb8

Where: Edgars Pub

Time: 10 PM

Films & Video Comm. Mtg
Date: Monday, Feb, 11
Time: 5:30pm
Location: Edgar's Pub

Where: EDGAR'S
Friday night live music m
Edgar's Pub!

Wishbox
Date: Sat, Feb 9
Time: 10p.m.
Where: EDGAR'S
Cost: Free
Come join the fun Saturday
night with Wishbox

Tournaments
What: Chess

What: Billiards

When: Thursday, Feb 14
Time: 8pm (sign up at7pm)

When: Thursday Feb 14

Time: 8 pm

Where: Edgars Pub
1
Cost: $6 ($2 to the house/ $8 to the pot)

Where: Union Underground
Cost: $10 ($2 to the house/ $8 to the pot)

n on short courses and to register, visit at
http://union.clemson.edu/upac/sc/
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HAPPENING
February 9
6 p.m.
Wishbox
Edgar's: A Collegiate Pub
Come to Edgar's to hear
Wishbox, a band comprised
of five Bay Area musicians
and songwriters. You won't
want to miss these multiinstrumentalists who are
incredibly passionate about,
and fiercely dedicated to their
music making.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Right now, you're feeling
uptight and out of control.
Just remember, take each
day as it comes. Things may
seem out of reach, but focus
on whaf s most important to
you. Don't sit back and
waste your time. life's too
short and you've only got
one shot at it so make the
best of it! As for romance, if s
time you ask that cute girl or
guy out! Take some risks
and remember Valentine's
Day is right around the corner.

February 11
9 a.m.
Garden Sprouts
Hanson Nature Learning
Center
Bring toddlers to the South
Carolina Botanical Garden
for nature discovery! Crafts,
mini-nature walks and story
time introduce 3- to - 5 yearolds to school-based activities. $65 per 13 session series
or $5 per session.

February 12
6 p.m.
TIGERGRAS
Edgar's and the University
Union
A FREE New Orleans style
festival featuring bands,
Cajun food, roving entertainers, comedians, street vendors
& beads, beads, beads!
February 12
9 a.m.
Conflict Resolution
200 Edwards Hall

A well known myth is that
conflict is bad and should be
eliminated at all costs.
However, conflict can be
good if we learn how to correctly respond to it.
February 13
11 a.m.
Campfest 2002
Hendrix Center Multi-purpose Room
Looking for a great summer
job? Visit with camp directors
from around the country to

/<

W UST EVENTS IN THE
CALENDAR FREE
CALL 656-0986
find the job for you.
February 14
7 p.m.
Philosophy and the
Interpretation of the Bible
100 Holtzendorff (Y Theatre)
Professor Vittorio Hosle from
Notre Dame University has
been invited here by the
Philosophical Society of
Clemson, with support from a
Clemson University ending
Machine grant.

HOROSCOPES

Pisces
(Feb. 19 - March 20)

OK. OK. Sick as a dog, going
vomit... Now that you are
over that nasty stomach bug
, I suggest you see a friend
for a can of lima beans. She
knows how to cure the hurt
in your heart. Friends are
the backbone to life. As for
romance, it's time you see
what's out there. You've
been hurt in the past, but
someone special is out there
for you. You have to patient
and have faith that there is
someone for everyone!

know that the new friends
you have made love you for
who you are. Never hesitate
to show the world all your
beautiful colors.
As for
romance, you're discovering
new passions. Treat others
as you wish to be treated!
Remember that a person's
heart is a fragile thing.
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)

achieving even more! As for
romance, the love you cherish with that person from
home seems to baffle many,
T ^o
but as long as you know what
(July 23 - Aug. 22)
you're doing and what you
You need to remember that want, then no worries!
if s a great day to be alive.
Times are hard, thafs true,
Scorpio
but be thankful for what you
(Oct 24-Nov. 21)
have. As for romance, go on You need to make sure you
a blind date! Be sponta- appreciate loved ones. Life is
neous! Dare to be different! a fragile gift. Try going out
You never know what's of your way to help a
behind that closed door until stranger or even hugging a
you open it.
friend. Who can say where
the road goes? Where the
Virgo
day flows? Only time. As for
(Aug. 23 - Sept 22)
romance, embrace your pasDon't let your weekends sion. Fill your life with peocarry over into your week- ple who make you happy.
on your mind. Keep telling
yourself that "you're all that
and a bag of potato chips."

You have a lot of frustration built-up. It's time you
take all that contained
energy and hit the gym.
You'll be surprised now
great it feels to run a few
Aquarius
(March 21-April 19)
miles and lift a few
(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
You have a disguised angel of weights! Your body and
You need to remember that mercy sitting on your snoul- mind will thank you in the days. Mondays are a pain as
there will be rainy days and der nght now. Look around long run. As for romance, it is. As for romance, it s very
there will be sunny days. you and make sure you tell the essence of love is kind- clear that there are many
You can be in control of those that you love most how ness.
things that you need to say.
which type of day you are
having mentally. Do not let
the weather or that pesky
roommate get you down .
Let it slide right off your
back. What doesn't kill you
only makes you stronger! As
for romance, things are looking pretty hot for you! Your
New Year's resolutions are
coming true! Just make sure
you are careful.
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you feel about them. As for
romance, aren't you tired of
playing all those mind
games? How old art you?
That's what I thought, now
start acting your age.

Cancer
(June 22 - July 22)

Springtime is right around
the corner, so get involved in
an intramural sport or club.
If s time to let the moths fly
Taurus
from your winter sweaters.
(April 20 - May 20)
You may want to seek a new
You need to invest in some of look. Spruce up your life a
your favorite things. Home bit with a new haircut. As for
for you is far away, but just romance, jealousy is preying

Things You Didn't
Know Until You
Got Here #013

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
If s time you step out of that
Try to be a knight in shining bubble and face the real
armor.
world. You're letting life pass
you by. Don't be afraid of"
Libra
tomorrow. As for romance,
(Sept 23 - Oct 23)
slow and steady wins the
How does it feel to know that race!
you've accomplished so
much? Way to go! Enjoy the
self-made nigh you've creat-Madame Misterioso
ed for yourself. Through
Astologer
much hard work you
achieved much and will keep

For some unknown
reason, your clothes
are shrinking

